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Notations
Matrices  and vectors are expressed in bold. Matrices use upper-case names (i.e. A)  and vectors  use lower-case 
names (a). Unless otherwise stated, vectors will always be considered column vectors.
P	 camera projection matrix (3x4 matrix)
M	 world point (4-vector)
Π world plane (4-vector)
m	 image point (3-vector)
l	 image line (3-vector)
F	 fundamental matrix (3x3 rank 2 matrix)
e	 epipole (3-vector)
K	 calibration matrix (3x3 upper triangular matrix)
R	 rotation matrix	 (3x3 orthogonal matrix)
∼ equivalence up to scale (A ∼ B ? ∃λ ≠ 0 : A = λB)
AT	 is the transpose of A
A-1 is the inverse of A (i.e. A·A-1 = A-1·A = I)
A+	 is the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of A
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Introduction
Recently there has been an increase of interest on 3D technologies, mostly on media industry, where 3D movies 
and 3D TV’s are becoming more widely available. Most of those technologies  are based on stereograms (i.e. 
using anaglyph images  or polarized light), which can be used to trick the brain so that the viewer feels  objects 
protrude from the screen. Indeed, the human brain uses  stereography by combining the images captured by 
both eyes in order to obtain depth information from the world surrounding us.
Currently 3D industry aims at modeling the behavior of the human brain, so that depth perception can also be 
used on computer vision applications. With that idea on mind, new areas  of research related to 3D reconstruc-
tion and augmented reality have emerged on the field of computer vision, and are already starting to get main-
stream attention. These technologies  have a wide range of applications (video-games, movie effects, security, 
military industry, arts, medical industry, etc.) and are still a subject of research.
On the other hand, mobile phone industry has also seen a huge increase in both usage and services offered in 
the last years. Currently mobile phones  are becoming small computers  permanently connected to the internet 
with enough computational power to run complex applications  (i.e. games, banking, applications that connect 
to back-end services, etc.). This  fact opens a  huge range of possibilities  in terms  of applications  that can be 
developed on such devices, and with that idea surged Visual Engineering, a company focused on developing 
mobile applications.
As part of the R&D strategy followed at Visual Engineering [42, 43], previous  work had been done on the field of 
face recognition. Most of this  work had been done under 2D images and taking in mind that the developed 
technologies  should run on embedded devices (i.e. smartphones) with lower computational capacity than con-
ventional computers.
Under this  strategy, some facial recognition applications  had been developed at Visual Engineering. However, 
although the implemented technology was  able to work on real time, some limitations  were still present. First of 
all, the technology was limited to frontal faces only, and care had to be taken with uncontrolled environments 
were scarfs, glasses, beards or hair fringes were present. Secondly, illumination also had to be taken into ac-
count, making sure that no undesired shadows or light glares were present. 
Due to these limitations, accuracy of results where moderate. Hence, although the technology could be used for 
domestic situations  such as  tagging of photo albums, other applications, such as security related ones (i.e. ac-
cess control), that tend to have further accuracy requirements  in face detection, had to be discarded for this 
reason.
In order to account for these inconveniences and be able to obtain more accurate results even in non-controlled 
scenarios where cameras used for image capture are unknown (i.e. not calibrated), and no further knowledge of 
the scene is available except pictures taken from different points of view, it was proposed to obtain a 3D recon-
struction of a scene (i.e. a  face in our case) in order to obtain additional shape or depth information so that the 
accuracy of face recognition algorithms was increased.
Aside from obtaining shape or depth information which allows  pose correction of non frontal faces, 3D recon-
struction also allows  correcting image artifacts  such as  light glares  or shadows  because image data is  redun-
dant on each available view. Hence, 3D reconstruction looks  like a promising solution that solves the main limita-
tions of face detection on 2D images.
Besides, because the 3D reconstruction technologies  that have been developed assume a non-controlled envi-
ronment, any general purpose camera  such as  the ones  present on smartphones can be used as  long as differ-
ent points  of view of a given scene (i.e. a face)  are provided, without requiring additional help such as  calibrated 
cameras, structured light or shadow casting. Because of this reason, this  technology is  a clear candidate to be 
made available for the vast majority of users on their computers or mobile devices.
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This  work is part of project “Mobbio” developed at Visual Engineering within the R&D labs. As will be seen 
throughout the document, the results  obtained with the 3D reconstruction technologies that have developed, 
not only will allow to build robust face detection technologies, but also will allow Visual Engineering to use this 
technology in other previously mentioned fields such as  in media  industry (e.g. video-games  or movie effects), or 
for augmented reality purposes (e.g. maps  and guides, showing additional information on industrial applications, 
etc.).
Indeed, in posterior stages, the 3D reconstruction technology that has already been developed along with face 
modeling is expected to be immediately used for avatar creation or accurate face detection that will be ready to 
be used on video-games or for security purposes (i.e. access control, video-surveillance, etc.).
Because 3D reconstruction can be used on any general purpose scene, in later stages it is  then expected to 
use this  technology for effects  on the media industry, collecting 3D data for industrial purposes, or for sculpture 
or archeological sites’s  scanning. Also, some medical images  might be eligible for 3D reconstruction, such as 
radiographies  or images captured by confocal microscopies. Although, in this  latter case, medical images  might 
need additional research as  they are prone to contain transparencies, which makes  them harder candidates  to 
obtain reliable image point correspondences.
The purpose of this  document is  to develop a  3D reconstruction algorithm for fixed scenes  containing opaque 
objects with Lambertian surfaces (i.e. without transparencies like glass, and without glares due to highly reflect-
ing surfaces like mirrors or metallic surfaces). 
This document is structured as follows:
Part 1 contains basic information on mathematical notation and concepts to represent points, lines  and planes 
shown in chapter 1, as  well as  means to model image projections  by providing a  linear camera model shown in 
chapter 2.
In part 2 we show mathematical algorithms to estimate cameras and triangulate points  (chapter 3), and relate 
pairs  of views  thanks  to epipolar geometry (chapter 4). In chapter 5 we provide a technique to compute image 
point correspondences by using a multiresolution dense disparity approach.
On chapter 6 we provide a  summary of the overall process to follow for 3D reconstruction of a scene given a 
sequence of images  of such scene, and some sample results of the obtained reconstructions are provided as 
well.
Finally, on chapter 7, some overall conclusions are given, as  well as  some some guidelines  to follow in future 
work.
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PART 1: Basic facts
1.- Projective Geometry 
1.1.- Introduction
In our daily life we are used to the presence of common geometric entities  such as  points, lines, circles, etc. 
which even though they have a 2D nature, they can also be represented inside a  3D world [14]. Other entities 
such as common surfaces like spheres  or conics  are also commonly seen in a  3D world, however when repre-
sented in an image, they all need to be converted to a 2D representation.
In this chapter we’ll see how to mathematically represent many of these entities, and in the following chapters 
we will see how to convert their representation from 3D to 2D and vice-versa.
1.2.- 2D Projective Geometry
2D projective geometry (also known as  P2 ) refers  to the entities  that are represented on a  plane in 2D (i.e. image 
coordinates). This is  usually what happens when the 3D world is  projected by means  of a  camera into an image 
or “retinal” plane.
The simplest entity that can be represented on an image is a single point, which is  commonly located by means 
of (x,y) coordinates representing its  horizontal and vertical location respectively. This  kind of coordinates  to rep-
resent the location of a point are called inhomogeneous coordinates, however, it’s not the only way to represent 
a point as will be seen next.
1.2.1.- Homogeneous coordinates on the image plane
For simplicity of computations, coordinates are also usually given in homogeneous coordinates. As  will be seen 
in the following chapters, homogeneous coordinates  help to linearize camera projections and projective trans-
formations  (homographies), and the conversion from inhomogeneous  coordinates  is  simply obtained by adding 
one more component, which is typically one.
Homogeneous  coordinates are also a convenient representation to express rotations  and translations  as matrix 
multiplications. They also provide a simple way to find the locus  of lines and planes, as well as  lines  and planes 
intersections.
Because homogeneous  coordinates helps to simplify many computations  in matrix form, they are commonly 
used. 
Notice that because conversion from homogeneous  to inhomogeneous coordinates is done by dividing by the 
last homogeneous  coordinate, then many entities given in homogeneous  coordinates are only given up to scale, 
because any scale factor different from zero yields  the same inhomogeneous  result. An example of this  situation 
will be seen on the next section.
1.2.2.- The image point
Points  are among the simplest entities  that can be represented either in 2D or 3D. However, in the 2D case, a 
point can be seen as  a single location in one image. For digital images  this usually implies  that a point has  the 
size of one pixel, and hence its  location (x,y) must be integer. However, mathematically, points  are infinitesimally 
small and can be arbitrarily located at any (x,y) pair of values. Indeed, they can even be located at infinity (when 
the last homogeneous coordinate is w = 0), as will be shown next.
Hence, point coordinates can be represented in homogeneous coordinates as follows:
m = [x,  y,  w]  (1.1)
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where m represents a  point in an image and x, y, w its  homogeneous coordinates. It must be noticed that ho-
mogeneous coordinates are related to the most common inhomogeneous ones as follows:
 
m = x,   y[ ] = xw ,  
y
w
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥  (1.2)
In other words, we can convert homogeneous coordinates  into inhomogeneous ones  by dividing each compo-
nent by the last homogeneous component. Conversely, we can convert inhomogeneous coordinates  into ho-
mogeneous ones by assuming that w = 1, and hence just annexing to the inhomogeneous coordinates  one fur-
ther coordinate which is  equal to one. The latter is true because expression (1.1)  is given only up to scale. In-
deed expression (1.1) could be given instead as:
 m  (x,  y,  w)
T ≡ α ·(x,  y,  w)T ≡ (x,  y,  1)T  (1.3)
where α is just any scale factor different from zero, and w can be arbitrarily set to be one.
Then conversion of (1.3) to inhomogeneous coordinates becomes:
 
m = x,   y[ ] = αx
αw ,  
αy
αw
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
=
x
w ,  
y
w
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥  (1.4)
which is  the same regardless  of the scale factor alpha. For that reason w can be assumed part of such scale 
factor and be arbitrarily set to w = 1 for simplicity. 
As a curiosity also notice that when w = 0, then the point represented using inhomogeneous  coordinates is lo-
cated at infinity.
1.2.3.- The projective line
As will be seen here, there exists a duality between points and lines  in 2D. This  can be seen next taking into ac-
count the equation of a line as the points (x,y) seen below:
y = k x − x0( ) + y0  (1.5)
where y stands  for the vertical location, x for the horizontal location and (x0, y0) for a  central point where the line 
is passing through. Expression (1.5) can also be written in homogeneous form as follows:
k·x − y + (y0 − k·x0 ) = 0  (1.6)
This expression can be seen as the following product:
(x, y,1)T ·(k,−1, y0 − k·x0 ) = 0→mT·l = 0  (1.7)
where m is a point in 2D and l represents a line in 2D.
It can be seen that both, points and lines  have 3  homogeneous components, however, their meaning is com-
pletely different as  seen in (1.7). This is  commonly called the point and line duality. And as we’ll see in subse-
quent chapters  it will extend to the 3D world and will affect many operations  that will be related by their inverse 
thanks to the duality property.
Notice as  well that a line passing through 2 homogeneous  image points  (m1 and m2) can also be defined as 
their cross product [14], just as shown below:
l = m1 ×m2 = m1[ ]× ·m2 = m2[ ]
T
×
·m1  (1.8)
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where m[ ]×  is  the skew-symmetric matrix of a 3-component vector that can be used for cross  product compu-
tation. Such matrix is defined as follows for a given vector m = (m1, m2, m3)T:
m[ ]× =
0 −m3 m2
m3 0 −m1
−m2 m1 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (1.9)
Analogously, by means  of duality, the point where the intersection of two lines occurs  can also be found as  the 
cross product of the line vectors m = l1 x l2
1.3.- 3D Projective Geometry
Up to this point we have seen how to deal with 2D image points  on a projective world. We have seen entities 
such as points, and lines, as well as their relations, mostly due to duality. It is  time to add another dimension in 
order to deal with 3D “real world” coordinates, just as we do in our daily live.
When working with 3D projective geometry (P3 )  we refer to entities  that can be represented in 3D just as  any 
shape on the real world, hence we will usually refer to coordinates in 3D projective geometry as  “real world” co-
ordinates.
Again, the simplest entity that can be represented on a real 3D world is  a single point, which is  commonly lo-
cated by means  of (x,y,z)  inhomogeneous coordinates  representing its horizontal, vertical and depth location 
respectively. Again, as  in the 2D case, we’ll see that 3D real world points  can also be represented using homo-
geneous coordinates in a similar way.
Aside from that, as in the 2D case we will see the dual of the point in 3D, which in this case is the plane.
1.3.1.- Homogeneous coordinates in the projective “real world”
Similarly to the 2D case, for simplicity of computations, coordinates of geometric entities  are also commonly 
given in homogeneous coordinates.
As in the 2D case, conversion from homogeneous to inhomogeneous  coordinates  is done by dividing by the last 
homogeneous coordinates, except that now, as  we will see a 3D point is  represented using 3  inhomogeneous 
coordinates  and 4 homogeneous  coordinates. As usually happened in the 2D case, homogeneous  entities will 
only be given up to scale.
1.3.2.- The projective “real world” point
Typically, when we represent a point in 3D we usually give its coordinates  using inhomogeneous coordinates  as 
follows:
 
M = X, Y , Z( )T  (1.10)
As in the 2D case, 3D real world points can also be expressed using homogeneous coordinates,
M = X,Y ,Z,W( )T  (1.11)
Again, entities  given using homogeneous  coordinates  will only be defined up to scale, and hence, the following 
is equivalent to expression (1.11),
 M  X,Y ,Z,W( )
T ≡ α · X,Y ,Z,W( )T ≡ X,Y ,Z,1( )T  (1.12)
where α is just a scale factor different from zero.
Hence, it is  clear again from expression (1.12) that conversion from inhomogeneous coordinates  to homogene-
ous ones can simply be done by adding one further coordinate which is equal to one.
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The opposite conversion, from homogeneous  coordinates to inhomogeneous ones can be achieved by dividing 
by the last homogeneous coordinate, just as follows,
 
M = X, Y , Z( )T = αXαW ,
αY
αW ,
αZ
αW
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
T
=
X
W ,
Y
W ,
Z
W
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
T
 (1.13)
where again α is  just the scale factor, and as in the 2D case, W can be assumed to be part of such scale factor 
and can be arbitrarily set to W = 1 for simplicity.
Analogously to the 2D case, we must also notice that when W = 0, then the real world 3D point represented 
using inhomogeneous coordinates will be located at infinity.
1.3.3.- The projective plane
Planes  in euclidean 3D world are typically given using their homogeneous  equation, this  equation can be ob-
tained by taking into account that any set of 3  points  M1, M2, M3 define a plane, and hence, any other additional 
point M that belongs to the same plane will be linear combination of the set of 3 points. Hence,
M = λ1·M1 + λ2 ·M2 + λ3·M3  (1.14)
The expression shown above can also be rewritten in the following form, which is the typical plane equation:
A·x + B·y + C·z + D = 0  (1.15)
where A = D234, B  = -D134, C = D124 and D = -D123 are the scalar parameters that define the plane, and x, y, z 
are the inhomogeneous coordinates of points within such plane. Also notice that vector
nΠ = A,B,C( )T  (1.16)
is the director vector of such plane, which defines its direction and is perpendicular to the plane surface.
1.3.4.- The point and plane duality
By looking at expression (1.16) and analogously to the 2D case, we can define the following equation:
ΠT ·M = 0  (1.17)
where Π stands  for the plane, and M for the point laying in such plane, both expressed using 4 homogeneous 
coordinates.
It is  clear now, that analogously to the 2D case, the plane Π will be the dual of any 3D real world point M, which 
as in the 2D case will allow us to define the dual quadrics as will be shown in the following sections.
As in section 1.2.4, expression (1.17)  is  also proportional to the signed shortest distance between a 3D point M 
and a plane Π, and the expression of signed shortest distance between a point and a plane can be obtained 
analogously to the 2D case.
We can then infer that expression (1.17) defines  all the points  M laying inside plane Π, or in other words, all the 
points M located at distance zero from plane Π.
1.4.- Closure
In this  chapter we have made a short review on notation for 2D and 3D points, lines  and planes and their corre-
sponding duality. This  notation will be used on the remaining chapters  when working with homogeneous or in-
homogeneous image points and 3D world points.
In the following chapter we will see how the 3D world gets  represented into 2D images  by means  of camera 
projection models.
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2.- Camera models
2.1.- Introduction
In order to obtain 3D information from images, it is  important to know first how images  in a camera are formed 
by projecting 3D information into a 2D image plane (i.e. the “retinal” plane).
In this chapter we will deal with the pinhole camera model [15], which for simplification assumes that no radial 
distortion [16] is  present. That way, the camera  can be modeled 
as a simple linear P3→ P2 application
Radial distortion is a non-linear distortion that becomes  more 
evident at image borders and is  due to camera lenses. In im-
ages  with high radial distortion levels  straight objects or lines 
tend to appear curved as  we get further from image center, 
hence the term radial distortion. Because it is  due to camera 
lenses it is  usually hard to model, specially if the camera can 
change its  intrinsic parameters  such as  amount of zoom or focal 
length.
Because radial distortion is  more evident in low quality camera 
models  (i.e. surveillance cameras), we will assume that it can be 
mostly neglected. Hence, it is  assumed that the camera has no 
lens, and for that reason the camera model is  called a pinhole 
camera model, which is  an old type of camera that instead of a 
lens has  a small hole to capture light within a dark box. This  kind 
of camera is depicted in figure 2.1.
2.2.- The projective canonical camera
In an euclidean world, orthogonality is preserved as well as  parallelism. In other words, parallel lines  or planes 
never intersect (except at infinity).
However, in our daily life we do not see objects  in a pure euclidean world. Instead, we have vanishing points so 
that parallel lines or planes  appear to intersect at such points  or at the horizon (the line at infinity). Also, as ob-
jects are located further away from the camera or our eyes, they appear smaller. This  kind of effects are particu-
larly evident in situations like a long road that extends to the horizon as shown in figure 2.2.
It must be noticed that the image captured by a given pinhole camera will depend on the location (i.e. projection 
center) of the camera, and the direction it points  to (i.e. rotation). Therefore, it is obvious  that if the camera is 
translated to a new position or points to a new direction, the captured image will change.
Looking at figure 2.2, assuming that the origin of coordinates is located at the camera  projection center 
C=(0,0,0,1)T and that the camera points towards  the inhomogeneous  z-axis  of coordinates (i.e. the retinal plane 
is  z = 1, which is  perpendicular to the direction the camera is pointing to), we can model the projection process 
using inhomogeneous coordinates simply as:
 
x =
X
Z ,   y =
Y
Z  (2.1)
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Fig. 2.1. Depiction of a pinhole camera. 
Rays of light traverse the small whole with-
out distortion and the inverse of the image is 
captured in the photographic plate. Image 
obtained from [11]. 
where lowercase (x, y) are inhomogeneous image coordi-
nates, and uppercase (X, Y, Z)  are inhomogeneous  3D world 
coordinates. This  projection is usually referred as  the ca-
nonical one, and its associated camera as  the canonical 
camera, which is  depicted with more detail on figure 2.3. In 
such figure we can observe how a 3D world point M is pro-
jected into the retinal plane R as  image point m. We can 
also observe that the optical axis passes through the cam-
era projection center C indicating camera direction, and its 
intersection with the retinal plane forms the principal point c 
at a distance from the camera center equal to the focal 
length f of the camera, which for the canonical camera is  f = 
1 as we will see later.
We must notice that expression (2.1) can also be repre-
sented using homogeneous coordinates as:
 
x
y
w
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
X
Y
Z
W
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (2.2)
where m = (x,y,w)T is a  2D image point as  defined in (1.1) and M = (X,Y,Z,W)T is a 3D world point as defined in 
(1.13). It must be noticed that because both the image point and the 3D world point are defined using homoge-
neous coordinates, then expression (2.2) is defined up to scale. This will be useful as we’ll se later.
Looking at expression (2.2) we can see that it can also be expressed in matrix form as:
m = P·M  (2.3)
where m is  the homogeneous 2D image point, M is  the homogeneous 3D world point and P is  a P3→ P2  linear 
application that contains the pinhole camera model in a 3x4 matrix.
2.2.1.- The retinal plane, principal point and focal length on the canonical camera
We have mentioned before that for the canonical camera, the retinal plane would be located at Z = 1.  The reti-
nal plane, also known as the image plane, is the plane where points are projected, as it is shown in figure 2.3. 
We can show that for the canonical camera, 3D world points  located in this  plane (Z = 1) will project into the 
same (x,y) location on the retinal plane as it is on the real world. In short, for Z = 1, then (2.2) becomes:
 
x
y
w
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
X
Y
1
W
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
X
Y
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (2.4)
And consequently (2.1) can be rewritten as:
 x = X,   y = Y  (2.5)
And therefore we have proved that the retinal plane is on Z = 1 for the canonical camera.
We can also observe that in the canonical camera the principal point c lies on the z-axis, which is  also the opti-
cal axis. Because the retinal plane R is  parallel to the x-y plane, then the intersection of the retinal plane and the 
optical axis  will be located at Z = 1, or in other words MC = (0,0,1,1)T. Therefore, the distance between the prin-
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Fig. 2.2. Real life photograph of a road extending 
towards  horizon. Parallel lines  in the road inter-
sect in the vanishing point in the middle of the 
image, and the earth surface form the horizon or 
plane at infinity. Also cars located further away 
look smaller than those located closer.
cipal point expressed in inhomogeneous  world coordinates, and the camera projection center C = (0,0,0,1)T 
also expressed using inhomogeneous coordinates is:
 
f = Mc - C = 0,0,1( )T − 0,0,0( )T = 1  (2.6)
which is  the focal length as depicted in figure 2.3. From (2.6) we can also infer that any retinal plane parallel to x-
y plane and located at a distance f from the camera projection center can be expressed as Z = f.
Also notice that the principal point c coordinates in the image plane after projection is:
c = P·Mc =
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
·
0
0
1
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
0
0
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (2.7)
which, expressed using inhomogeneous coordinates, is:
 c = 0,0( )
T
 (2.8)
Therefore, the principal point is  located at the origin of coordinates in the retinal plane, which will be typically 
located in the middle of any captured image. Care must be taken with this fact, as  in most computer systems 
the origin of coordinates  in an image is located in the top-left corner, whereas for the purpose of 3D point pro-
jection we will assume it is located in the middle of the image. 
Hence, if using the top-left corner as the origin of coordinates, the principal point c can be considered to be 
located at the following coordinates c = (w/2, h/2, 1)T, where w is image width, and h is image height.
2.2.2.- The intrinsic camera parameters
The intrinsic camera parameters  are a set of parameters in a camera that usually depend on the internal con-
figuration of the camera such as the quality of the sensor or how it is  located, the camera lens, etc. The intrinsic 
camera parameters are typically given as the following 3x3 upper triangular matrix:
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Fig. 2.3. Perspective projection. C: camera projection center, c: principal point, M: 3D world point, m: pro-
jected 3D world point on retinal plane, f: focal length of camera, R: retinal plane
f
c
m
C
M
x-axis
y-axis
z-axis
(optical axis)
R
K =
α x s x0
α y y0
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (2.9)
where αx = f·mx, and αy = f·my are the focal length [15] of the camera  in terms  of pixel dimension in the x and y 
image directions respectively. mx, my are the number of pixels  per unit distance, or in other words  the physical 
horizontal and vertical sizes  of a  pixel are can be given as  1/mx, 1/my respectively. (x0, y0) are the coordinates  of 
the principal point in terms  of pixel dimensions. The principal point determines the amount of offset respect to 
the image plane. It must be noticed that typically the principal point is  set around the image center, which is  set 
as the origin of coordinates in the image. Finally, s  is the skew parameter which defines  the amount of slope be-
tween consecutive pixels in a grid, which can be further defined as:
s = α y tanβ  (2.10)
where β is the skew angle as depicted in figure 2.4. 
Notice that because the skew angle will typically be small or close to zero if the camera has enough quality, then 
the skew parameter will also be close to zero. Also notice that the factor αy/αx is  commonly known as  the as-
pect ratio.
In summary, any 3D world point respect to a camera located at the origin and pointing towards the z-axis  can 
be expressed as:
m = K· I3×3 03⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·Mcam = P·Mcam  (2.11)
where Mcam refers  to a 3D world point in such coordinates (camera  center at origin and pointing towards z-axis) 
and P would be the 3x4 camera projection matrix which is equal to P = K· I3×3 03⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ , taking into account that 
K follows expression (2.9).
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Fig. 2.4. The skew angle β respect to pixel size (px, py) = (1/mx, 1/my)
px = 1/mx
py = 1/my
β
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2.2.3.- The extrinsic camera parameters
The extrinsic camera  parameters  is  a  set of parameters that are external to the camera. These settings  are ba-
sically related to camera rotation and location, because cameras  can be freely moved and rotated in a 3D 
space.
Hence, the 3x4 camera projection matrix can be expressed as:
 
P = K·R· I3×3 − C⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  (2.12)
where K is  the 3x3  camera calibration matrix that contains  the intrinsic camera parameters, R is a 3x3 rotation 
matrix so that R·R-1 = R·RT = I3x3 and det(R) = 1, I3x3 is  the 3x3  identity matrix, and  C  is  the camera  center ex-
pressed using inhomogeneous coordinates.
Sometimes, the camera projection matrix P is more conveniently expressed as:
 P = K· R t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,  t = −R· C  (2.13)
where the camera  projection center C is no longer explicit and  t can be seen as  an amount of translation, as 
shown in figure 2.5, when using the following world to image transformation:
 
Mcam = R M + t  (2.14)
2.3.- Closure
In this  chapter we have explained how projective cameras  can be modeled, by giving the basics of pinhole 
cameras in terms  of intrinsic parameters  such as focal-length, principal point or skewness, as well as in terms  of 
their external parameters such as rotation and translation. 
Although it is out of the scope of this  document, camera matrices  can also be decomposed in order to retrieve 
each parameter separately. This can be useful to increase the quality of camera estimation respect to the tech-
nique shown in chapter 3, and also for self-calibration algorithms, where structures  such as the dual image of 
the absolute conic (DIAC) are used.
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Fig. 2.5. Euclidean transformation between world and camera coordinate frames. After moving the origin O to 
the camera center C and applying a given rotation R, we can transform points M into the camera coordinate 
frame Mcam.
O
Z
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Ycam
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R, t
PART 2: 3D Reconstruction
3.- Structure from point 
correspondences
3.1.- Introduction
In this  chapter we will show how cameras can be estimated for augmented reality purposes  or for camera cali-
bration, and at the same time how image points  can be triangulated into 3D world points  in order to retrieve 3D 
reconstructions of a scene.
Using the concepts  shown in chapters  1 and 2, we will show in this  chapter how cameras  can be calibrated 
from image-world point correspondences, and how corresponding image points can be triangulated into 3D 
world points.
3.1.- Camera estimation
In previous  sections in this  chapter we defined the pinhole camera model [15], and indicated the intrinsic and 
extrinsic parameters  that form such model. It must be noticed that both intrinsic and extrinsic camera  parame-
ters can be obtained just from the camera  projection matrix P, although the techniques needed for such de-
composition of P are out of the scope of this document. 
We’d like now to find techniques to obtain such camera matrix P from data collected on a general world scene.
3.1.1.- The DLT algorithm for camera estimation
The DLT (Direct Linear Transform) [3] algorithm can 
be used to retrieve the camera matrix P from corre-
spondences between world points  M and their pro-
jected image points m. Therefore, if by some reason 
we know the 3D world locations  of some points de-
picted on a given image, DLT will allow us  to obtain 
the camera matrix.
This  fact is  commonly used to calibrate cameras in 
the image processing field by means  of calibration 
grids like the one depicted in figure 3.1. In such grid, 
we can assume that the world origin of coordinates 
is  located in the intersection of all three planes, and 
therefore x, y, z axis are also defined. 
Besides, we know that in that specific grid each 
square has  a  size of 1 cm, consequently, we can 
easily know the world coordinates  of the points  lo-
cated at each square intersection. And as we will see 
next, by manually selecting the coordinates  mi of 
such intersections on the obtained image, and associating their corresponding 3D world coordinate coordinates 
Mi, we can retrieve the camera matrix P.
Hence, by defining the camera matrix P in terms of its rows pi, and defining the ith image point as:
mi = xi , yi ,wi( )T  (3.1)
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Fig. 3.1. Depiction of a calibration grid
which can also be expressed in terms of inhomogeneous coordinates as:
 
mi = xi , yi( )T = xiwi
, yiwi
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
T
 (3.2)
and defining its corresponding ith 3D world point using homogeneous coordinates as:
Mi = Xi ,Yi ,Zi ,Wi( )T  (3.3)
Consequently, the image point mi is  projected on the retinal plane using a given camera P by means of expres-
sion (2.3), which can be written as follows:
mi = P·Mi =
p1T
p2T
p3T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
·Mi =
xi
yi
wi
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
  ⇒  
xi = p1T ·Mi
yi = p2T ·Mi
wi = p3T ·Mi
⎫
⎬
⎪⎪
⎭
⎪
⎪
 (3.4)
And by expressing (3.4) using inhomogeneous coordinates, we obtain:
 
xi =
xi
wi
=
p1T ·Mi
p3T ·Mi
yi =
yi
wi
=
p2T ·Mi
p3T ·Mi
⎫
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎭
⎪
⎪
  ⇒   xi ·p
3T ·Mi = p1T ·Mi
yi ·p3T ·Mi = p2T ·Mi  (3.5)
And because the dot product can be commuted, then (3.5) can also be written as:
 
xi ·MTi ·p3 =MTi ·p1
yi ·MTi ·p3 =MTi ·p2  (3.6)
Finally, in order to have all matrix rows in order, we could pass  all the terms  to the same side of the equations  in 
(3.6) so that we obtain:
 
MTi ·p1 + 04T ·p2 − xi ·MTi ·p3 = 0
04T ·p1 +MTi ·p2 − yi ·MTi ·p3 = 0  (3.7)
where 04T is (0,0,0,0)T.
Then, reordering matrix P as the following 12x1 vector p:
p = p1T p2T p3T⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
T
=
p1
p2
p3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
= p11, p12 , p13, p14 , p21, p22 , p23, p24 , p31, p32 , p33, p34( )T
	 (3.8)
where pi is the ith row of P, and pij, is the element of P located at ith row and jth column.
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We can then express (3.7) in matrix form as:
 
Ai·p = 02   ⇒
MTi 04T − xi ·MiT
04T MTi − yi ·MiT
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
p1
p2
p3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
= 00
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥  (3.9)
Therefore, for each image and world point correspondence we obtain 2 equations  which result in the 2x12 Ai 
matrix shown in (3.9).
Because we seek for a not null solution to (3.9) defined up to scale that corresponds to matrix P, then, we will 
need at least 11 equations to have a matrix A of rank 11 that solves  the 12 unknowns  from p. Consequently, 
matrix A can be obtained by stacking matrices Ai defined by each image/world point correspondence, 
 
A·p = 0N   ⇒   AT1  ATi  ATN⎡⎣
⎤
⎦
T
·p = 0N   ⇒
M1T 04T − xi ·M1T
04T M1T − yi ·M1T
  
MiT 04T − xi ·MiT
04T MiT − yi ·MiT
  
MMT 04T − xi ·MMT
04T MMT − yi ·MMT
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
p1
p2
p3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
0

0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (3.10)
where A is  and Nx12 matrix, p is the camera vector, Mi is  the ith world point, M defines the number of point cor-
respondences and N = 2M the number of equations. 
Then, assuming that each correspondence defines two independent rows  (N = 2M), and because we need 11 
independent equations to solve (3.10), then we obtain:
N ≥ 11  ⇒  2M ≥ 11  ⇒  M ≥ 5.5  (3.11)
which means that at least 5.5 point correspondences  are needed, where the half  point accounts  for only one of 
the two equations  in (3.7).
The non trivial solution to the homogeneous system of equations  A·p = 0N can be obtained by using SVD [17] of 
the Nx12 matrix A = U·S·VT and  by choosing the column of the right orthonormal 12x12 matrix V that corre-
sponds to the null singular value. It must be noticed that SVD is  not unique, however singular values are usually 
given as a positive ordered set of values:
si ≥ s j ≥ 0,   i < j  (3.12)
It can also be proved that when more than 5.5 point correspondences  are available, then by means  of the SVD 
of matrix A we can obtain a solution for vector p in LMSE terms.
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3.1.2.- Robust camera estimation using RANSAC
In section 3.1.1 we saw how to obtain the camera projection matrix P in LMSE for a given set of N correspon-
dences  between world and image points. However, the solution found by means  of this  technique might be 
poor it outliers are present in the set of corresponding points.
For that reason we provide the RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [13], which is able to cope 
with a  certain amount of outliers (typically up to 50%) while providing accurate results  up to a desired amount of 
confidence.
In summary, supposing that the percentage (i.e. probability) of outliers  po is  known, then the RANSAC algorithm 
picks  small subsets  of s  = 6 points  (which is  the minimum for camera matrix estimation with the method in sec-
tion 3.1.1) within the whole set of N points, then estimates the camera matrix P, and computes  the reprojection 
error of all world points  respect to their corresponding image points. All points  having an error smaller than a 
given threshold t and being located in front of the camera after checking their cheirality [12], are then considered 
to be inliers while the rest are discarded as  outliers. This process  is  repeated keeping only the estimated camera 
P that provides the largest support of inlier points. The algorithm is  stopped when it is  assumed that results are 
accurate enough up to the desired confidence probability c. This process is depicted in algorithm 3.1.
Therefore, in order to use RANSAC there are still three issues that need to be solved. First, we need a  way to 
determine the amount of outliers  (or inliers) in a set of data, which can be unknown a priori; second, we need a 
way to set the threshold that determines whether points are inliers  or not; and last, we need a  way to obtain the 
confidence of the estimated result.
We will start by estimating the confidence of the results obtained by means of RANSAC.
Taking into account that the probability of a  single point in the set of N points  being an inlier is  pi, then its oppo-
site is the probability of a single point in the set of N points is an outlier po, which can be expressed as:
p0 = p single point outlier( ) = 1− p single point inlier( ) = 1− pi  (3.13)
Therefore, by choosing random subsets  of s  = 6 points, we obtain that the probability of all points  in the subset 
being inliers is:
p all points in subset s are inliers( ) = pis = 1− po( )s  (3.14)
And consequently the probability of at least 1 point in the subset of s = 6 points being an outlier is:
p at least 1 outlier in subset s( ) = 1− pis = 1− 1− po( )s  (3.15)
Expression (3.15) is true when picking a single subset of s  = 6 points, however, RANSAC algorithm will indefi-
nitely select  random subsets of s  = 6 points  until the desired confidence is  obtained. When such condition is 
met RANSAC will have iterated M tines. Consequently, the probability of having found at least 1 outlier in a ran-
dom subset of s = 6 points after trying M times is:
p at least 1 outlier in s after M trials( ) = p at least 1 outlier in subset s( )M =
= 1− pis( )M = 1− 1− po( )s( )M  (3.16)
And finally, the probability of not having a single outlier (all points  being inliers) in a random subset s  = 6 points 
after M trials is the opposite of (3.16), just as follows:
p all points inliers in s after M trials( ) = 1− p at least 1 outlier in s after M trials( ) =
= 1− p at least 1 outlier in subset s( )M = 1− 1− pis( )M = 1− 1− 1− po( )s( )M (3.17)
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Therefore, (3.17), can also be seen as the confidence probability c that we were looking for, as  it indicates  the 
probability of a given random subset being correct because there are no outliers. Hence,
c = 1− 1− pis( )M  (3.18)
where c is  the confidence probability, and pi is the probability of a  single point being an inlier, or in other words, 
the fraction of inliers in the whole set of N point correspondences.
It can be observed in (3.18) that the confidence probability is  obtained in terms of the given amount of inlier 
probability and the number of iterations  M. However, given a desired confidence probability and a given inlier 
probability, we can also find the number of iterations M that must be done to ensure that RANSAC picks the 
right subset of samples, just as follows:
c ≥ 1− 1− pis( )M   ⇒   1− pis( )M ≥ 1− c  ⇒ log 1− pis( )M ≥ log 1− c( )  ⇒
M ·log 1− pis( ) ≥ log 1− c( )   (3.19)
And therefore, the minimum number of iterations M to be done is:
M ≥ log 1− c( )log 1− pis( )  (3.20)
where c is desired amount of confidence (i.e. typically around 0.95), and pi is the inlier probability, which a priori 
is unknown. 
Notice in (3.20) that although the DLT algorithm can be used with as many s  points as we want (with a minimum 
of s  = 6), in order to obtain the smallest possible number of iterations M for a fixed probability of inlier pi, we will 
always choose the smallest possible value for s. Therefore, s will always be s = 6.
We previously said that we can determine on each iteration whether a given point correspondence is an inlier or 
not by comparing the reprojection error respect to a given threshold t and the cheirality of world points respect 
to the estimated camera [12]. Although the threshold can be expressed mathematically in terms  of a chi 
squared distribution when we assume that the error is gaussian, in general this won’t be true. Hence, in most 
situations  the threshold t is usually set empirically. Also Notice that the probability of inliers  pi will depend on the 
selected threshold t, and if we choose a too strict threshold, then this probability pi will decrease, making the 
number of needed iterations M to increase very fast (i.e. rapidly increasing the computational time). Conse-
quently, the threshold t must be carefully chosen empirically to ensure that a good solution with small error is 
found in a reasonable amount of time.
In that sense, we have found experimentally that setting the threshold t = 1 or t = 2 pixels  of re-projection error 
is good enough to correctly estimate the camera projection matrix P in most cases.
Finally, because the probability of inlier is  unknown a priori, then we will initially set it to zero (which makes  the 
number of iterations  M equal to infinity), to take into account the worst case. And each time the RANSAC algo-
rithm finds  a  new camera projection matrix P that increases  the number of inliers  respect to previous estimations 
on previous  iterations, the probability of inlier will be updated as a  fraction of the number of inliers  on current 
iteration respect to the total number of points N. As we said, this process is depicted in algorithm 3.1.
In order to refine the obtained solution, once the M iterations  are done to obtain the camera estimation with the 
desired amount of confidence, we will use the LMSE process  described in section 3.1.1 using only the inlier cor-
respondences corresponding to the camera P with the largest support of inliers that has been found so far.
As final note, notice that because of machine precision, camera matrices P are usually normalized (i.e. typically 
their p33 element is set to 1).
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3.2.- Point triangulation
In section 3.1.1 we saw that the DLT [3] algorithm can be used to estimate the camera  projection matrix P for a 
given set of world and image point correspondences. However, this  same algorithm can also be used to trian-
gulate pairs of corresponding image points into 3D world points as will be shown next in section 3.2.1. 
The main issue here, as will be discussed in chapter 4 will be to accurately determine such image point corre-
spondences in order to obtain accurate triangulations.
In the following section we will also show that due to image point correspondence resolution, 3D point triangula-
tion is also limited in resolution. In such cases  we will discuss some techniques  that can be used to increase 
such resolution, such as  correction of matched points  for a  given epipolar geometry, or disparity estimation with 
sub-pixel accuracy.
3.2.1.- The DLT algorithm for point triangulation
Given a pair of corresponding image points  m1 = (x1, y1, w1)T and m2 = (x2, y2, w2)T projected in a given pair of 
images by means of cameras  P1 and P2, and given that such image points  correspond to the same 3D world 
point M = (X, Y, Z, W)T, we can state by means of (2.3) that,
m1 = P1·M
m2 = P2 ·M  (3.21)
And by expressing the cameras in terms of their rows as:
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Algorithm 3.1. Robust camera estimation using RANSAC
c ! 1" 1" pis( )M !!#!! 1" pis( )M ! 1" c!!# log 1" pis( )M ! log 1" c( )!!#
M ·log 1" pis( ) ! log 1" c( )! ! (2.131)
And therefore, the minimum number of iterations M to be done is:
M ! log 1" c( )log 1" pis( ) ! (2.132)
where c is desired amount of confidence (i.e. typically around 0.95), and pi is the inlier probability, which a priori is unknown. 
Notice in (2.132)  that although the DLT algorithm can be used with as many s  points as we want (with a minimum of s  = 6), 
in order to obtain the smallest possible number of iterations M for a fixed probability of inlier pi, we will always choose the 
smallest possible value for s. Therefore, s will always be s = 6.
We previously said that we can determine on each iteration whether a given point correspondence is an inlier or not by 
comparing the reprojection error respect to a given threshold t and the cheirality of world points respect to the estimated 
camera. Although the threshold can be expressed mathematically in terms of a chi squared distribution when we assume 
that the error is  gaussian, in general this won’t be true. Hence, in most situations  the threshold t is usually set empirically. 
Also Notice that the probability of inliers  pi will depend on the selected threshold t, and if we choose a too strict threshold, 
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Algorithm 2.1. Robust camera estimation using RANSAC
Set M = infinity,
iter_count = 0
Pick random subset 
of s = 6 points
Compute camera 
projection matrix P
Get reprojection errors of 
world points Mi respect 
to image points mi
Obtain inliers 
(cheirality and
error < t)
Keep P and inliers as 
best solution
Update prob. inlier pi 
and the number of 
iterations M
Highest # inliers?
M > iter_count?
Using T in (2.115)
M = needed # iterations
iter_count = # of exe-
cuted iterations
Threshold: 
t = 1 o 2 pixels 
Yes
No
No
Yes
Pick best P that has 
been found
Use best inliers to refine 
P estimation using 
LMSE (optional)
Normalize points
(optional)
Normalize final 
camera matrix P
(optional)
P1 =
p11T
p12T
p13T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
,   P2 =
p21T
p22T
p23T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (3.22)
we obtain that (3.21) can be written as:
m1 = P1·M =
p11T
p12T
p13T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
·M =
x1
y1
w1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
   ⇒   
x1 = p11T ·M
y1 = p12T ·M
w1 = p13T ·M
⎫
⎬
⎪⎪
⎭
⎪
⎪
m2 = P2 ·M =
p21T
p22T
p23T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
·M =
x2
y2
w2
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
   ⇒   
x2 = p21T ·M
y2 = p22T ·M
w2 = p23T ·M
⎫
⎬
⎪⎪
⎭
⎪
⎪
 (3.23)
Therefore, by expressing image points m1 and m2 in their respective inhomogeneous coordinates,
 
m1 = x1, y1( )T = x1w1
, y1w1
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
T
m2 = x2 , y2( )T = x2w2
, y2w2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
T  (3.24)
we obtain by means of (3.23) and (3.24):
 
x1 =
x1
w1
=
p11T ·M
p13T ·M
y1 =
y1
w1
=
p12T ·M
p13T ·M
x2 =
x2
w2
=
p21T ·M
p23T ·M
y2 =
y2
w2
=
p22T ·M
p23T ·M
 (3.25)
which can also be written as:
 
x1·p13T ·M = p11T ·M
y1·p13T ·M = p12T ·M
x2 ·p23T ·M = p21T ·M
y2 ·p23T ·M = p22T ·M
 (3.26)
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And moving all the terms  to the same side of the equations  and equating to zero, we obtain the following ho-
mogeneous system of equations where the 3D world point M is the unknown:
 
x1·p13T ·M − p11T ·M = 0
y1·p13T ·M − p12T ·M = 0
x2 ·p23T ·M − p21T ·M = 0
y2 ·p23T ·M − p22T ·M = 0
 (3.27)
where (3.27) can be written in matrix form as:
 
A·M = 0  ⇒
x1·p13T − p11T
y1·p13T − p12T
x2 ·p23T − p21T
y2 ·p23T − p22T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
·M =
0
0
0
0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (3.28)
As before, the homogeneous  linear system of equations  in (3.28) can be solved by means  of SVD [17] of matrix 
A by choosing the right singular column vector corresponding to the smallest singular value as  was  proved for 
camera matrix estimation in section 3.1.1.
Notice that if more than 2 views of the same world point are available, then (3.28) can be written as:
 
A·M = 0  ⇒
x1·p13T − p11T
y1·p13T − p12T

xi ·pi3T − pi1T
yi ·pi3T − pi2T

xN ·pN3T − pN1T
yN ·pN3T − pN2T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
·M = 0N  (3.29)
where subindex i indicates  the image point coordinates and camera rows corresponding to the ith view, and N is 
the number of total views for a given 3D world point M.
And again, the system of equations is  also solved by means of SVD, although the solution is  now in LMSE 
terms. Notice however the solution found has  minimum squared error in homogeneous  coordinates, but when 
converting to inhomogeneous ones  this  might result in larger than expected errors. Therefore, when more than 2 
views are available, solving by SVD should be avoided and instead we will need to minimize the following euclid-
ean distance criterion:
c M( ) = D Pi ·M,mi( )
i=1
N
∑  (3.30)
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How to achieve this minimization is  out of the scope of this document and instead we suggest using the inho-
mogeneous DLT method, which assumes that the last homogeneous  component W of world points  M is  known 
(i.e. W = 1).
3.3.- Closure
In this  chapter we have explained how by using DLT algorithm and taking into account the facts  shown in chap-
ters 1 and 2, cameras  can be retrieved from image-world point correspondences, as well as how image points 
can be triangulated into world points by means  of their correspondences  once the pair of cameras  producing 
such images are known.
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4.- Multiple view geometry
4.1.- Introduction
In chapter 1 we made an introduction to projective geometry and on chapter 2 we provided a projective camera 
model in order to relate 3D world points with those points projected on the image plane.
On this chapter we will discuss with more detail how pairs  of views are related by means  of homographies re-
sulting in the epipolar geometry [2, 3, 18] and the well known Fundamental matrix [19]. We will provide algo-
rithms  to compute the Fundamental matrix, and for the cases where the calibration matrices K of the pair of 
cameras are known, we will provide their relation to the Essential matrix.
4.2.- Two-view geometry: The epipolar constraints
As we have already seen, epipolar geometry arises in pairs of images when trying to find point correspondences 
for pairs  of image points  m, m’ that result from the projection of the same world points M. This  is  depicted in 
figure 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1. Epipolar geometry for the two-view case. M: 3D point. C: Left camera center. C’: Right camera center. 
l: Left epipolar line. l’: Right epipolar line. m: left point projection. m’: right point projection. e: Left epipole. e’: 
Right epipole. Πe: epipolar plane. R: Left Image Plane. R’: Right Image Plane
Baseline
Disparity / point matches
R’
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C’
e
e’
l
l’
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t
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As its  is  depicted, it is then clear that the camera centers  C, C’ and any 3D world point M make a plane called 
the epipolar plane Πe. When the world point is then projected to the respective views, such image points  m and 
m’ also lie on the epipolar plane. And analogously, the projection of the opposite camera  in a pair of views also 
lie on the epipolar plane separated by the baseline. Such projections  of camera centers  are known as  the epi-
poles [3] e and e’. Finally, the intersection of the epipolar plane with the image planes result in the epipolar lines l 
and l’.
In most situations  the exact location of the world point M is  unknown and only its  projections  m and m’ are 
available. When finding the correspondence between image points m and m’, the search can be contrained to 
an epipolar line l or l’ [3]. In other words, as will be seen, an image point m on the left view will generate an epi-
polar line l’ on the right view, where the right image point m’ will lie. And correspondingly, an image point m’ on 
the right view will generate another epipolar line l on the left view, where the left image point m will lie. This  is  all 
depicted in figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
It can also be observed in figure 4.3, that for different world points M, then different epipolar planes  are gener-
ated. All of those planes will intersect in the baseline generating a pencil of epipolar planes. Therefore, on the 
image planes  of the pair of views R and R’, the pencil of epipolar planes will appear as  a  pencil of epipolar lines 
where all of them intersect in the corresponding epipole e or e’.
Finally, as  we have already mentioned, since we want to retrieve 3D structure from images, world points  M will 
be unavailable, as  well as the camera projection matrices  P and P’. Therefore, we will need to find some struc-
ture that allows  us  to obtain the epipolar constraints that forces  corresponding points  to lie on epipolar lines. 
Such structure will be the Fundamental matrix [19].
4.3.- The Fundamental matrix
The epipolar constraints  that we have seen so far in section 4.2 and figures  4.1-4.3  can be expressed mathe-
matically as follows.
First of all, because any projected image point m on the left view lies  on the epipolar line l, then, from (1.7) we 
have: lT·m = 0. We also know that such epipolar line l passes  through the epipole e, because all epipolar lines l 
intersect the epipole e, and also passes  through point m as we have already said. Therefore, by means of ex-
pression (1.8) we know that such line can also be expressed as:
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Fig. 4.2. Correspondence between two views. C: Left camera center. C’: Right camera center. e: Left epipole. 
e’: Right epipole. l: Left epipolar line. l’: Right epipolar line. Πe: Epipolar plane. R: Left image plane. R’: Right 
image plane. M: 3D world point (unknown location). m: left image point. m’: right image point (unknown loca-
tion or correspondence with m).
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 l  e[ ]× ·m  (4.1)
where [e]x is the 3x3 skew-symmetric matrix representing the cross product with vector e.
By back-projecting lines  into planes, as  in figures  4.1-4.3, we know that epipolar lines  l and l’ on left and right 
view respectively, back-project to the same epipolar plane Πe. Therefore:
 Πe  P
T·l = P'T ·l'  (4.2)
Then the epiplar line on the right view l’ can be obtained from (4.1) and (4.2)  and by means  of the pseudo-
inverse as:
 l'  P'
T( )†·PT ·l = P'T( )†·PT · e[ ]× ·m = F·m  (4.3)
where we can define F as the 3x3 fundamental matrix, and l’ is the epipolar line on the right view that is gener-
ated by the image point m on the left view by means of the fundamental matrix F.
Because corresponding image point m’ on the right view lies  on epipolar line l’, then it fulfills  expression (1.7), 
and therefore:
m'T·l' = 0  ⇒  m'T·F·m = 0  (4.4)
This expression is very important as will be explained in section 4.4 in order to compute the fundamental matrix.
By analogy to (4.3) and using (1.7) and (4.4) we can also observe that the epipolar line l on the left view can be 
expressed as:
m'T·F·m = lT ·m = 0  ⇒ lT = m'T·F  ⇒ l = FT·m'  (4.5)
Therefore, we can also assert that any epipolar line l on the left view is  generated by an image point m’ on the 
right view by means of the transpose of the fundamental matrix F.
That way, we can also notice that F relates  the left view to the right view, and oppositely FT relates  the right view 
to the left one.
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Fig. 4.3. Pencils of epipolar planes Πe and epipolar lines l, l’. All epipolar lines intersect in the epipoles e, e’.
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It must be observed in (4.4) that because m and m’ are expressed using homogeneous coordinates, then F is  a 
3x3 matrix defined up to scale. Therefore it has 8 = 3x3 - 1 unknowns.
However, because of (4.3), we also know that the fundamental matrix can be expressed as:
F = P'T( )†·PT · e[ ]×  (4.6)
Then, for any point m = e, which is the epipole on the left view, then (4.3) becomes:
 l'  F·e = P'
T( )†·PT · e[ ]× ·e = P'T( )†·PT ·03 = 03  (4.7)
Because the cross product of the epipole with itself is zero [e]x·e = 0.
Consequently, it can be observed in (4.7) that the epipole e is  the right null-space of F, and hence because 
there exist a null-space of dimension one, then the fundamental matrix F can have a maximum rank of 2. This 
also imposes the following constraint on the fundamental matrix:
det(F) = 0  (4.8)
And consequently the fundamental matrix F has 7 = 8 - 1 degrees of freedom due to the rank 2 constraint.
4.3.1.- Obtaining the Fundamental matrix from pairs of cameras
Assuming that we have a  pair of calibrated cameras  with their camera  projection matrices P and P’ available, 
we will show that the fundamental matrix F can be directly computed.
Taking into account that any image point m can be back-projected into a  ray, and that any world point M can be 
expressed in terms  of its  projected image point m by means  of the pseudo-inverse of the camera projection 
matrix P (i.e. P·P+ = I3x3). Therefore the back-projected world point can be expressed as: M = P+·m.
Consequently, any point world M(λ) laying on the ray of light that projects M into image point m by means of 
camera matrix P with center C can be expressed as:
M(λ) =M + λ·C = P†·m + λ·C  (4.9)
where we denote that the ray of light that contains  points M(λ) passes  through world point M and the camera 
center C.
Therefore, when projecting such points with another camera P’ corresponding to the right view, we will obtain 
another line  l’ that passes  through the projection of world point M (i.e. P’·M = P’·P+·m) and the projection of 
the first camera  center C, which is the epipole on the right view e’ as  we already saw in previous  sections  (i.e. e’ 
= P’·C). Such line l’, as we saw is the right epipolar line.
Therefore, by means  of expression (1.8), we know that the epipolar line on the right view l’ can be expressed as 
the cross product of the two projected points that crosses. Therefore:
l' = P'·C( ) × P'·M( ) = e'( ) × P'·P†·m( ) = e'[ ]× · P'·P†( )·m = F·m  (4.10)
And consequently the fundamental matrix can be expressed as:
F = e'[ ]× · P'·P†( )  (4.11)
where e’ = P’·C is the epipole on the right view.
It can be proved that although the Fundamental matrix F can be directly computed from a pair of cameras P 
and P’, the opposite is not true. Indeed, for any given fundamental matrix F, there exists a family of pairs  of 
cameras P and P’ defined up to a projective transformation. Therefore the solution is not unique and we gener-
ally will need to correctly update the 3D geometry to metric stratum [2], where angles  (i.e. orthogonality) and 
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tangence are preserved, and hence, the whole 3D geometry is  represented up to scale respect the true scene. 
The proof of this assertion is out of the scope of this document.
4.3.2.- Obtaining the epipoles
We proved on section 4.2.1 that the left epipole e [3] is  the right-null space of the fundamental matrix F [19]. 
Therefore:
F·e = 03  (4.12)
By using the SVD [17] of the fundamental matrix F, and taking into account that it has  rank 2 (i.e. the smallest 
singular value is zero). We have:
F = U·S·VT = u1 u2 u3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
s1
s2
0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
·
v1T
v2T
v3T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
= s1·u1 s2 ·u2 0·u3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
v1T
v2T
v3T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
= s1·u1 ·v1T + s2 ·u2 ·v2T + 0·u3 ·v3T
 (4.13)
where U is  a 3x3  orthonormal matrix, S is  a diagonal matrix containing the singular values  in order from largest 
to smallest, V is another 3x3 orthonormal matrix, ui is the ith column of U and vi is the ith column of V.
By taking into account that the product of two different columns  of an orthonormal matrix like U or V behave as 
a Kronecker’s delta,
δ ij = v iT ·v j =
1,  i = j
0,  i ≠ j
⎧
⎨
⎩  (4.14)
Then by looking at (4.13) and (4.14) we obtain that we can solve (4.12) by setting the epipole to the last column 
of V , that contains the singular vector corresponding to the singular value equal to zero. Therefore,
e = v3  (4.15)
This result is proved next.
Proof 4.1
As a proof, (4.12) expands into the following expression by using (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15):
F·e = F·v3 = s1·u1 ·v1T + s2 ·u2 ·v2T + 0·u3 ·v3T( )·v3 =
= s1·u1 ·0 + s2 ·u2 ·0 + 0·u3 ·1 = 03  (4.16)
By analogy, combining expression (4.5) where we showed that any epipolar line l can be expressed as l = 
FT·m’, and expression (4.11) of the fundamental matrix, we obtain that any point m’ equal to the epipole on the 
right view m’ = e’ fulfills:
l = FT·e' = e'[ ]× · P'·P†( )( )T ·e' = P'·P†( )T · e'[ ]× ·e' = P'·P†( )T ·03 = 03  (4.17)
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Therefore, the epipole on the right view e’ is  the right-null space of the transposed fundamental matrix FT. In 
other words:
FT·e' = 03  (4.18)
By analogy with (4.12), we can then find the epipole on the right view e’ by means  of the SVD of of FT and 
choosing the singular value vector corresponding to the singular value that is equal to zero.
Notice however that the SVD of the transpose of F is related to the SVD of F as follows:
F = U·S·VT ⇒ FT = U·S·VT( )T = V·ST ·UT = V·S·UT  (4.19)
therefore, by analogy with (4.13),
FT = V·S·UT = v1 v2 v3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
s1
s2
0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
·
u1T
u2T
u3T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
= s1·v1 s2 ·v2 0·v3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
u1T
u2T
u3T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
= s1·v1 ·u1T + s2 ·v2 ·u2T + 0·v3 ·u3T
 (4.20)
And because matrix U is orthonormal, the product of its column vectors also behave as a Kronecker’s delta,
δ ij = uiT ·u j =
1,  i = j
0,  i ≠ j
⎧
⎨
⎩  (4.21)
Therefore, by using (4.20) and (4.21), and assuming that the right epipole e’ is e’ = u3, then (4.18) becomes:
FT·e' = FT·u3 = s1·v1 ·u1T + s2 ·v2 ·u2T + 0·v3 ·u3T( )·u3 =
s1·v1 ·0 + s2 ·v2 ·0 + 0·v3 ·1 = 03  (4.22)
Consequently
e' = u3  (4.23)
is the right null-space of FT. Where u3 is the las column of U obtained from SVD [17] of F (not its transposed FT).
Notice that because of transposition, (4.18) can also be expressed as:
e'T ·F = 03  (4.24)
And hence, the right epipole e’ is also the left null-space of the fundamental matrix F.
In summary, the left epipole e is  the right null-space of F and can be obtained as  the last column of V in SVD 
decomposition of F, and the right epipole e’ is  the left null-space of F and can be obtained as the last column of 
U in SVD decomposition of F. As it is shown below for a given SVD of F.
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F = U·S·VT ,   U = (u1,u2 ,u3 ),   V = (v1,v2 ,v3 )  ⇒
e = v3
e' = u3
 (4.25)
4.4.- Computation of the Fundamental matrix
As we saw in expression (4.4), the Fundamental matrix  [19] can be derived from the following equation,
m'T·F·m = 0  (4.26)
where m and m’ are pairs of corresponding image points on left and right views respectively.
Therefore, expression (4.26) only depends on image point correspondences, and no knowledge is  required of 
the camera setup (i.e. camera matrices  P and P’)  neither on the 3D structure of the scene. Therefore, only accu-
rate point matches are needed to correctly estimate the fundamental matrix.
Therefore, by expanding expression (4.26) we obtain:
 
m'T·F·m = 0  ⇒
x ' y ' 1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
f11 f12 f13
f21 f22 f23
f31 f32 f33
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
·
x
y
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
= 0  ⇒
x ' y ' 1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
x· f11 + y· f12 + f13
x· f21 + y· f22 + f23
x· f31 + y· f32 + f33
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
= 0  ⇒
x·x '· f11 + y·x '· f12 + x '· f13 + x·y '· f21 + y·y '· f22 + y '· f23 + x· f31 + y· f32 + f33 = 0
 (4.27)
where points m and m’ are given using their inhomogeneous coordinates x, y.
Then by arranging the elements of F in row-major order into a single vector f,
f = f11, f12 , f13, f21, f22 , f23, f31, f32 , f33( )T  (4.28)
We obtain that (4.27) can be written as:
 x·x ', y·x ', x ', x·y ', y·y ', y ', x, y,1( )·f = 0  (4.29).
Finally, by using multiple point correspondences  stacked into a linear system of equations  as  the one shown 
below,
 
A·f = 0N   ⇒
x1·x '1 y1·x '1 x '1 x1·y '1 y1·y '1 y '1 x1 y1 1
        
xN ·x 'N yN ·x 'N x 'N xN ·y 'N yN ·y 'N y 'N xN yN 1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
·f = 0N  (4.30)
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where N is  the number of available point correspondences  and A is an Nx9 matrix that will generally have rank 
9.
Then vector f containing the elements  of the fundamental matrix F can be obtained by solving the linear system 
of equations  in (4.30), and the fundamental matrix F is  obtained after reordering the elements  of vector f into a 
3x3 matrix. 
It must be noticed that in order to obtain a solution for f different than the trivial null solution, then A must be at 
least a  rank 8  matrix, which is  in accordance with the 8  DOF (degrees  of freedom) of the fundamental matrix. 
Therefore 8 correspondences of points  are enough to compute the fundamental matrix (i.e. A will be an 8x9 ma-
trix with rank 8).
As we saw in section 2.5.1, the solution for (4.30) can be found by means of the SVD of A, 
A = U·S·VT  (4.31)
and selecting the singular column vector of V corresponding to the smallest singular value. (which for the case 
of 8 point correspondences should be zero because A will be rank 8).
Notice that if  more than 8 point correspondences are provided, then this  method also solves  the linear sys-
tem of equations in (3.30) but in LMSE (Least Minimum Squared Error) terms.
4.4.1.- The 8-point algorithm
The 8-point algorithm for estimation of the fundamental matrix is  a  simple algorithm largely based on expression 
(4.30). However, besides  solving (4.30) the 8-point algorithm also takes  into account the constraint that indi-
cates that the fundamental matrix is a rank 2 3x3 matrix.
Therefore, after solving (4.30), the rank 2 constraint must be enforced because F [3, 18] is  not ensured to be 
singular. For that reason, we need to search for an approximation F’ to the fundamental matrix F that minimizes 
the Frobenius norm ||F-F’|| (i.e. error) subject to the condition that det(F’) = 0 to ensure the rank 2 constraint is 
fulfilled.
A simple method to achieve this constraint can be to use the SVD of the estimated fundamental matrix F after 
solving (4.30)  to force the smallest singular value to be zero. Therefore, assuming that the estimated fundamen-
tal matrix F can be decomposed by means of SVD as,
F = U·S·VT = U·diag s1, s2 , s3( )·VT ,  s1 ≥ s2 ≥ s3  (4.32)
Then the approximation F’ to the fundamental matrix that minimizes  the Frobenius norm while fulfilling the rank 2 
contraint is:
F' = U·diag s1, s2 ,0( )·VT  (4.33)
where the smallest singular value s3 has been set to zero.
Notice that the proof that F’ is the best approximation of F with smallest quadric error is shown next.
Proof 4.2
By taking into account that the SVD decomposition can be seen as  a  linear combination of orthogonal matrices 
forming a new basis  Bi, and the singular values  si represent the components  of that new basis  ordered from the 
largest energetic component to the smallest one (i.e. si ≥ sj, i < j), just as follows,
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 F = U·S·VT = u1 u2 u3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
s1
s2
s3
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
·
v1T
v2T
v3T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
=
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 (4.34)
Because the smallest singular value (i.e. s3) is  set to zero, then only the smallest energetic component (i.e. B3)  is 
removed, and F’ is an approximation of F in minimum quadratic error terms that fulfills the rank 2 constraint.
Therefore F’ obtained in (4.33)  is  the estimation of the fundamental matrix provided by this  algorithm, however, 
as in the case of the DLT algorithm [3] for camera  estimation, certain considerations regarding machine preci-
sion need to be taken into account in order to increase the accuracy of estimation.
4.4.2.- Robust Fundamental matrix computation using RANSAC
In section 3.1.2, we explained how to use RANSAC algorithm [13] to estimate camera matrices  from world and 
image points correspondences. However, by using the same idea behind RANSAC, we can also estimate the 
fundamental matrix in a robust way. Indeed, the RANSAC algorithm can be seen as a general purpose algorithm 
to discard outliers (up to 50% of the total samples) in any model or structure being estimated.
Therefore, given a  large set of N image point correspondences, RANSAC algorithm will randomly select small 
subsets  of s  points on each iteration to estimate the fundamental matrix. However, in this  case we will need to 
set s  either to s  = 8  for the 8-point algorithm or to s  = 7 for the 7-point algorithm [3]. After the fundamental ma-
trix is  estimated, then epipolar distance of point correspondences  respect to generated epipolar lines  will be 
used to determine whether correspondences  are inliers  or not. This process will be repeated M  iterations  until 
the desired confidence probability c is achieved for a given probability of inlier pi Finally, the fundamental matrix F 
that has produced the largest support of inliers  is  chosen, and in order to further refine the results, then the 
whole set of inliers can be used to estimate F in LMSE terms. This is all depicted in algorithm 4.1.
Hence, assuming the probability of inlier pi is fixed, the minimum number of iterations M to execute is expressed 
exactly as in (3.20):
M ≥ log 1− c( )log 1− pis( )  (4.35)
And as in the RANSAC algorithm for camera estimation, it will always be convenient to use the smallest possible 
s  value (i.e. number of matches  on each random subset, which is  s  = 7)  in order to obtain the smallest possible 
number of iterations M.
Also notice that due to machine precision, it will always  be interesting to select random points  on each subset 
as uniformly as  possible throughout the image, because if points lie to close to each other, then the estimated 
fundamental matrix F might become degenerate. In order to achieve this  uniformity on point selection, tech-
niques such as tiling or bucketing of the image can be used.
As we saw in section 3.1.2, probability of inlier pi can be updated as  the algorithm iterates in order to correctly 
estimate this  probability, because when the algorithm starts the probability of inlier is  usually unknown. However, 
in order to estimate this  probability, we need to set a threshold t to determine whether correspondences  are 
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inliers or not for the estimated fundamental matrix F on a  given iteration, by comparing this  threshold with an 
error measure, which in this case is the epipolar distance.
The epipolar distance can be easily computed for a  given pair of corresponding image points m, m’ and a given 
fundamental matrix F by taking into account expressions (1.11) and (4.3).
Then, given image point m on the left view, the generated epipolar line on the right view l’, is by means of (4.3):
 l'  F·m  (4.36)
And by using the expression of shortest signed distance of a  point respect to a line, we then obtain that the epi-
polar distance of matched point m’ on the right view respect to epipolar line l’ on the right view is:
d m', l'( ) = m'
T·l'
l '12+ l '22
,      l' = F·m  (4.37)
where sign has been removed respect to the traditional signed distance expression as we don’t mind whether 
matched points are located to one side or the other the epipolar lines.
Therefore, all points  having an epipolar distance smaller than provided threshold t (i.e. d(m’, l’) ≤ t)  are consid-
ered to be inliers.
As in the case of camera estimation using RANSAC that we saw in section 3.1.2, this  threshold t must be cho-
sen empirically and with care, because setting a too strict (i.e. small)  threshold will decrease the probability of 
inlier pi, while rapidly increasing the number of needed iterations M (especially if the probability of inlier de-
creases  below 50%). On the other hand, setting a  too large threshold t will provide poorly estimated fundamen-
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Algorithm 4.1. Robust Fundamental matrix estimation using RANSAC
And as in the RANSAC algorithm for camera estimation, it will always  be convenient to use the smallest possible s value (i.e. 
number of matches on each random subset, which is s = 7) in order to obtain the smallest possible number of iterations M.
Also notice that due to machine precision, it will always be interesting to select random points on each subset as uniformly 
as  possible throughout the image, because if points lie to close to each other,  then the estimated fundamental matrix F 
might become degenerate. In order to achieve this  uniformity on point selection, techniques such as tiling or bucketing of the 
image can be used.
As we saw in section 2.5.2, probability of inlier pi can be updated as the algorithm iterates  in order to correctly estimate this 
probability, because when the algorithm starts th  probability of inlier is  usually unknown.  However, in order to estim te this 
probability, we need to set a threshold t to determine whether correspondences are inliers or not for the estimated 
fundamental matrix F on a given iteration, by comparing this threshold with an error measure, which in this case is the 
epipolar distance.
The epipolar distance can be easily computed for a given pair of corresponding image points  m, m’ and a given 
fundamental matrix F by taking into account expressions (1.11) and (3.3).
Then, given image point m on the left view, the generated epipolar line on the right view l’, is by means of (3.3):
 l' ! F·m ! (3.63)
And by using (1.11), we then obtain that the epipolar distance of matched point m’  on the right view respect to epipolar line 
l’ on the right view is:
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Algorithm 3.1. Robust Fundamental matrix estimation using RANSAC
Set M = infinity,
iter_count = 0
Pick random subset 
of s = 7 or 8 points
Compute fundamental 
matrix F (de-normalize 
using T and T’)
Get epipolar distances of 
matched image points 
l’ = F·m, d(m’i,l’i)
Obtain inliers 
d(m’i,li’) < t)
Keep F and inliers as 
best solution
Update prob. inlier pi 
and the number of 
iterations M
Highest # inliers?
M > iter_count?
Using T, T’ in (3.36)
M = needed # iterations
iter_count = # of exe-
cuted iterations
Threshold: 
t = 1 o 2 pixels 
Yes
No
No
Yes
Pick best F that has 
been found
Use best inliers to refine 
F estimation using 
LMSE (optional)
Normalize points
(optional)
Normalize norm of 
fundamental matrix F
(optional)
tal matrices  F on each iteration but small number of needed iterations  M, resulting on a poor fundamental matrix 
after RANSAC execution finishes. 
Experimentally, we found that setting thresholds  around t = 1 or t = 2 pixels produces  good results, because 
then matches  can be corrected for such small amount of errors by means of the Sampson approximation [10] 
or the Gold Standard algorithm [3].
4.5.- The Essential matrix
In section 4.3.1., we saw how to obtain the fundamental matrix from a pair of known camera matrices P and P’ 
as shown in expression (4.11), which by using the camera model given in (2.12), 
 
P = K· I 03⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
P ' = K '· R t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,  t = −R· C '  (4.38)
where the camera center of the first camera P is located at world origin:
C = 0,0,0,1( )T  (4.39)
the center of the second camera P’ is located at:
C ' = −R
T·t
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥  (4.40)
And the pseudo-inverse of P can be written as:
P† = K
-1
03T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥  (4.41)
then (4.11) can be written as:
F = e'[ ]× · P'·P†( ) = P'·C[ ]× · P'·P†( )
   = K '· R t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
0
0
0
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
×
· K '· R t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
K-1
03T
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
=
   = K '·t[ ]× · K '·R·K-1 +K '·t·03T( ) = K '·t[ ]× ·K '·R·K-1 =
   = K'-T · t[ ]× ·R·K-1 = K'-T ·R· RT ·t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦× ·K
-1
 (4.42)
And the epipoles e and e’, defined as the projection of the other camera center are:
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 e = P·C' = K· I 03⎡⎣ ⎤⎦· −R
T·t
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥ = K· −RT·t + 03( )  K·RT·t
e ' = P '·C = K '· R t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦·
03
1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
= K '· R·03 + t( ) = K '·t
 (4.43)
Therefore, if the calibration matrices K and K’ are known in advance, then points  m and m’ can be normalized 
as:
mˆ = K-1·m
mˆ ' = K '-1 ·m '  (4.44)
Consequently, expression (4.4) can be written in terms of normalized image points as:
mˆ'T ·E·mˆ = 0  (4.45)
where E is  a 3x3  rank-2 matrix that contains  the fundamental matrix for normalized points, which is  known as 
the Essential matrix [20].
By using expression (4.44), then (4.45) becomes:
mˆ'T ·E·mˆ = 0   ⇒   m'T·K '-T ·E·K-1·m = 0  (4.46)
And therefore, by means of (4.4) we can see that the Essential matrix E and the Fundamental matrix F are re-
lated by the following expression:
F = K '-T ·E·K-1    ⇒   E = K'T ·F·K  (4.47)
Hence, by means of (4.42), then the Essential matrix becomes:
E = K'T ·F·K = K'T · K'-T · t[ ]× ·R·K-1( )·K = K'-T ·R· RT ·t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦× ·K-1( )   ⇒
E = t[ ]× ·R = R· RT ·t⎡⎣ ⎤⎦×
 (4.48)
where we can see that the Essential matrix E only depends on rotation and translation terms.
4.5.1.- Decomposition of the Essential matrix
As we have already seen, the Essential matrix is  related by (4.47) to the fundamental matrix. Therefore, the es-
sential matrix is  also a 3x3 rank-2 matrix, however, because of its specific structure, additional properties can be 
extracted [3].
On first place, we saw in (4.48) that the essential matrix only depends on rotation and translation terms  between 
camera pairs, and it can be easily observed that a  rotation can be expressed by 3 DOF (the 3  angles of rotation), 
and the translation is  also expressed by 3  parameters  in the 3D world space. Therefore, the Essential matrix has 
6 DOF. However, because the Essential matrix is defined up to scale as the fundamental matrix, then the Essen-
tial matrix E has only 5 degrees of freedom.
As an additional property we will see that any essential matrix E has 2 equal singular values  and a third singular 
value equal to zero. This is proved next.
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Proof 4.3
Given expression (4.48) where the essential matrix can be seen as  a  product of a  skew-symmetric matrix and a 
rotation matrix E = [t]x·R = S·R. And using matrices [3],
W =
0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
,      Z =
0 1 0
−1 0 0
0 0 0
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
 (4.49)
where it can be easily verified that W is  orthogonal and Z skew-symmetric, then the skew-symmetric matrix S 
can be decomposed (up to scale k) as:
S = k·U·Z·UT  (4.50)
where U is a 3x3 orthogonal matrix, and Z is defined as:
Z = diag(1,1,0)·W  (4.51)
Therefore, the skew-symmetric matrix S can be written as:
S = U·diag(1,1,0)·W·UT  (4.52)
And finally, the Essential matrix can then be written as:
E = S·R = U·diag(1,1,0)· W·UT·R( ) = U·diag(1,1,0)·VT  (4.53)
where U is  a 3x3 orthogonal matrix and  V = W·UT·R is  also a 3x3  orthogonal matrix as  it is  the product of 3  
orthogonal matrices as  well. Therefore, expression (4.53) can be seen as a singular value decomposition of the 
essential matrix E, where it is clearly seen that the two non-null singular values are both equal.
4.5.2.- Initial metric structure
The Essential matrix can be computed using the same methods  for fundamental matrix estimation but using 
normalized image point coordinates, or otherwise we can estimate the fundamental matrix F [19], and then use 
expression (4.47) to obtain the essential matrix E [20].
Once the essential matrix is  known, we can retrieve a pair of normalized matrices [I3x3 | 03] and [R | t]. And be-
cause K and K’ are also known, then we can definitely find the pair of cameras P = K·[I3x3 | 03] and P’ = K’·[R | 
t] in a metric stratum, which will allow us to obtain a 3D reconstruction up to scale of the true scene (i.e. without 
projective distortions). 
With such pair of camera  matrices we will be able to compute metric 3D reconstructions or initialize a metric 
stratum where more cameras can be added.
Then, given the SVD decomposition [17] of the essential matrix E shown in (4.53) there are two possible factori-
zations to obtain E = S·R, where S follows expression (4.50) and R can be written as
R = U·W·VT  or U·W
T·VT  (4.54)
It must be noticed that S matrix in E = S·R decomposition contains the translation term t of the camera matrix 
P’ since S is the skew-symmetric term S = [t]x. However, the Frobenius norm of S  = U·Z·UT is  the squared root 
of 2, which means that if S  = [t]x including scale then ||t|| = 1, which is  a convenient normalization of the baseline 
of the pair of camera matrices P and P’. Because S is  related to the cross  product of vector t, then it is  true that 
S·t = 03, and hence taking into account (4.52), we can observe by using the last column of U, which has  a cor-
responding zero value on the diagonal matrix term diag(1,1,0), the result S·t = 03 is  fulfilled. Consequently, the 
translation term can be written as:
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t = u3  (4.55)
where t is determined up to sign.
Therefore, there are two possible decompositions  of E due to t sign, and further two possible decompositions 
due to expression (4.54). Consequently, there are 4 possible choices for second camera matrix P’ = K’·[R | t] 
due to the ambiguity in rotation and translation. 
Hence, for first camera matrix P = K·[I3x3 | 03] we can obtain the following 4 choices  for the second camera ma-
trix P’:
P' = K'· U·W·VT + u3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  or   K'· U·W·V
T − u3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  or   K'· U·W
T·VT + u3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦  or   K'· U·W
T·VT − u3⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
	 (4.56)
From the 4 choices  above, we can observe that the sign in the translation term reverses the order of cameras, 
and the 3x3  top-left term may indicate a  rotation of 180º about the line joining both cameras’ centers  C and C’. 
Two solutions related this way are known as a “twisted pair”, as depicted in figure 4.4.
Therefore, in order to determine which of the 4 solutions  in (4.56)  is  the real solution we will need to determine 
whether all world points  M triangulated from corresponding matched points  m and m’ lie in front of both cam-
eras, as  will happen in normal situations. In order to perform this  check, we can either compute the signed 
depth of world points respect to cameras, or their cheirality [12]. Although it is  out of the scope of this  docu-
ment, it must be noticed however, that cheirality is  simpler to compute than depth of world points  respect to 
cameras.
It may happen however, that due to small errors in matched image points  m and m’, then triangulated world 
points M lie behind the cameras  even for the correct pair of cameras P and P’. Therefore, the most robust way 
to select the correct pair of cameras P and P’ in expression (4.56), is  to check for the pair of cameras that pro-
duces the largest amount of correct cheiralities [12] in a set of world points M.
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Fig. 4.4. The four possible solutions for the metric reconstruction from essential matrix E. Baseline reversal be-
tween left and right sides, and 180º rotation about the baseline between top and bottom rows. Only option (a) is  
valid since world point lies in front of both cameras
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
4.6.- Closure
In this  chapter we have seen how pairs  of images are related by epipolar geometry, which can be simply ex-
pressed by the fundamental matrix F. We reviewed different properties  of the fundamental matrix, and explained 
its relation to the essential matrix E when the intrinsic camera matrices K are known. 
Finally, using the essential matrix, we saw that it was  possible to obtain an initial pair of cameras that can be 
used to initialize an euclidean framework where points  can be triangulated in order to obtain a 3D reconstruction 
of the scene.
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5.- Dense depth estimation
5.1.- Introduction
In the field of disparity estimation there are several methods [21-31] to process images and obtain matched 
pairs  of points, as  well as how to sparsely detect the most significative points  to obtain reliable matches that will 
allow us to compute self-calibration of cameras and a sparse 3D structure of the scene to be reconstructed.
However, for the purposes of accurate 3D reconstruction and accurate texturing (especially if super-resolution 	
[2] texturing is  required), it might be needed to compute dense disparity (i.e. point correspondences) so that 
many more triangulated 3D points can be estimated.
For the sake of clarity, it can be useful to understand that disparity estimation can be classified in two main 
groups: sparse and dense disparity estimation. The former is  referred to the estimation of isolated point corre-
spondences, the latter refers  to finding point correspondences  for all the points  on an image (or at least as many 
as possible if occlusions or incoherences  appear or a region of interest is defined). Among the latter group, an-
other typical subdivision is done between local and global dense disparity algorithms. The former are usually 
faster to compute although quality is slightly worse, on the other hand the latter group usually offers  the best 
quality at the expense of a much higher computational cost. This classification is summarized on figure 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1. Diversity of disparity estimation methods
Disparity estimation 
methods
Sparse estimation Dense estimation
Local methods Global methodsWTA
WTAEvolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms
Dynamic programming
Multiresolution...
... ...
5.2.- DS minimization
The DS (Disparity Space) [1] is the set of values  obtained from a given cost function when being evaluated on a 
given pixel on the reference image for a given amount of disparity.
In order to estimate depth disparity we need to know now how to obtain reliable matches  once the cost function 
is known. Usually this is done by means of minimizing the cost function using some minimization algorithm. 
The main difference between choosing one algorithm or another for dense disparity estimation, relies  basically 
on the quality of the results  and the computational effort to compute dense matches. It can be seen that usually 
there is a trade off between quality and speed.
As will be discussed next and was  shown on fig. 5.1, DS minimization can be classified in two main groups: 
local minimization and global minimization. 
Several algorithms on both categories  have been studied on this work, however we will mainly focus  on the mul-
tiresolution technique [1, 4-9] on this document.
5.2.1.- Local DS minimization
In local DS minimization the whole DS search space is  not computed in advance for all pixels, and so, each 
pixel’s  DS is  usually computed separately. For that reason the best match for each pixel can actually be com-
puted independently from neighbor pixels (except for some restrictions like the smoothness one [1] that might 
take into account neighbor disparity values). Oppositely, as  will be seen later on section 5.2.2, global DS minimi-
zation does compute the whole DS space in advance to later find a global solution.
Hence, it can be easily seen that since the whole DS space does  not need to be computed (it can easily be a 
4D or 6D space), computation time is  usually much faster than on many global algorithms. Besides, the whole 
DS space doesn’t need to be stored either, which helps to also reduce memory requirements for DS minimiza-
tion.
Since local DS minimization is  usually based on the independent computation of the DS scores  for each pixel on 
the reference image by using any desired restriction and some sort of matching distances  [1] in order to search 
for the best disparity hypotheses, it will be seen that local DS minimization algorithms will mainly differ on the 
amount of times  DS cost function needs  to be evaluated for each pixel when searching for the best match. For 
that reason, a trade-off between quality and speed of matches computation will usually exist.
Several algorithms fall into the local DS minimization category, and among them in this work we studied WTA 
(Winner Takes All), and algorithms  based on evolutionary optimization [1, 21], such as  Gradient Descent or 
Levenberg-Marquardt.
In terms of quality, for common images  where usually there is  lack of texture, all of the algorithms  didn’t achieve 
enough quality for 3D reconstruction. For that reason, we proceeded to study more complex algorithms as 
shown next.
5.2.2.- Global DS minimization
Global DS minimization is  based on the whole DS computation in advance for all pixels in the reference image 
and all possible disparity values before attempting minimization. This  imposes a hard problem, as the whole DS 
computation itself is  very computationally intensive, and storage of the whole DS might be unachievable for 
many devices, especially in small embedded devices like gaming devices or smartphones.
Many global DS minimization algorithms  exist, and aside from their extremely high computational needs, they 
usually yield the best results, because DS is no longer minimized independently for each pixel on the reference 
image. However due to their specific needs  in terms  of memory and computational time, we didn’t implement 
any of the most computational intensive ones. The following reference can be checked for further information on 
global minimization algorithms such as graph cuts or belief propagation [1].
Instead we have implemented some of the least computational intensive global DS minimization algorithms, that 
usually do not need to store the whole DS in advance (just a  portion of it), and hence produce high quality re-
sults within reasonable amounts of computational time and memory.
Among the global DS minimization algorithms that were studied, we can briefly mention algorithms based on 
dynamic programming [31], either using Greedy’s  or Dijkstra’s algorithms for DS cost optimization. Finally, we 
also implemented a multiresolution technique.
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Among all the global DS minimization algorithms, only the multiresolution technique proved to be reliable enough 
for 3D reconstruction in most typical images, as Dynamic Programming obtained results  comparable to the local 
DS optimization techniques that were studied. For that reason, as  will be seen on chapter 6, we chose the 
multiresolution approach for dense disparity estimation.
Next we will explain with further detail how the multiresolution technique for dense disparity estimation was  im-
plemented.
5.3.- Multiresolution dense disparity estimation
Multiresolution techniques  [1, 4-9] are based on the analysis  of pairs  of images at different resolution levels start-
ing from the coarsest resolution till the finest one, so that dense disparity is refined at each level, as  seen on [1], 
[4-8].
The main aspects to take into account on multiresolution techniques  are to accurately create a pyramid of mul-
tiple resolution images, as  well as to estimate optical flow on each resolution level with sub-pixel accuracy. Both 
of this issues will be explained on following sub-sections.
It will be seen that computing a multiresolution pyramid of images  is  not a trivial task, and usually involves effi-
cient Gaussian filtering (i.e. using separable filter kernels)  [32] using precise parameters  depending on the de-
sired number of levels, which also need to be properly selected for the purpose of dense disparity estimation so 
that transition between scales becomes as smooth as possible for robust disparity estimation on each level.
Besides, also proper matching measures and sub-pixel accuracy on the matches will be required at each reso-
lution level, so that when moving to a  finer resolution level, correct matches can be obtained from matches on 
previous resolution level. Failing to obtain correct matches  with sub-pixel accuracy will lead to wrong matches 
on finer resolution levels. 
It must be noticed that if proper resolution pyramids, and sub-pixel accuracy are used, this  method usually 
yields very good results. Indeed because of its  multiresolution nature, it allows to correctly estimate optical flow 
even when a wide dynamic range of pixel displacement search is  present between images, it is  immune to false 
targets  such as when texture repetition is  present, it can cope with perspective projection differences  (i.e. does 
not need robust matching by means  of log-polar transforms) and doesn’t require pre-rectification [3, 33] of input 
images (although if  images are rectified then this technique can be computed slightly faster, or instead the algo-
rithm can be restricted to search only within epipolar bands [18, 19]). 
On the other hand, because of the way optical flow will be estimated on each resolution level, we can obtain a 
dense disparity field of the area of interest on input image with sub-pixel accuracy and at the same time, be-
cause of the match distance metric that will be employed (i.e. CV - Covariance-Variance - or NCC - Normalized 
Cross-Correlation - with some assumptions) [1], it is  ensured that differences in gain and black-level on input 
images don’t affect the output result while at the same time retrieving a data confidence map that indicates  how 
good disparity estimations will be on each pixel location.
Finally, it must be noticed, that control points  or an initial disparity estimation could also be provided to the algo-
rithm if matches for some points  are accurately known in advance. This will help to further increase quality of 
results  due to the smoothness  constraint implicitly imposed by the multiple resolution levels, although in general 
this  is  never needed and initial disparity for the coarsest resolution level is assumed to be zero. However, this 
idea can also be used when analyzing video sequences in order to obtain a faster estimation of disparity for 
consecutive video frames  by starting on a somewhat fine resolution level using the estimated disparity on a pre-
vious pair of frames
5.3.1.- Gaussian filtering and illumination invariant matching
The multidimensional Gaussian expression is  a  typical filter kernel that is  employed to smooth images. It has 
several advantages respect to other filters such as a simple square filter, which are summarized below: 
- pixels located away from the location designed as  the center of the Gaussian are considered less important. 
This  will be specially useful when using weighted NCC (Normalized Cross-Correlation) or CV (Covariance-
Variance)  matching metrics   as  it will ensure that the scores  we obtain are as  smooth as possible when search-
ing for best matches and new objects appear within matching windows.
- Gaussian filtering is  separable, which means that it can be computed first horizontally and then vertically (or the 
other way around), with a significantly lower computational cost respect to other non-separable 2D filters.
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- It can be used to build a resolution pyramid of images  because Gaussian filtering behaves  as  a low-pass filter, 
and hence because of the Nyquist sampling theorem we can safely decimate any low-pass filtered signal.
The expression of a typical Gaussian kernel centered at the origin (0,0) is:
G x, y,σ( ) = 12πσ 2 e
−
x2 + y2
2σ 2
 (5.1)
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates respectively and σ is the parameter that controls 
Gaussian width (i.e. the lower σ is the narrower the Gaussian function becomes).
It must be noticed that expression (5.1) can be decomposed as:
G x, y,σ( ) = g x,σ( ) ⋅ g y,σ( )  (5.2)
taking into account that
g(t,σ ) = 12πσ e
−
t2
2σ 2
 (5.3)
Hence, it is  easily observed that Gaussian kernels  are separable, which translates into faster filtering as a  2D 
filtering can be computed as filtering twice using two 1D filters (one horizontal filter and one vertical filter).
However, when building a  Gaussian multiresolution pyramid, it can be observed that information on different 
levels  of resolution becomes  redundant. In other words, finer resolution levels  contains the same information 
within coarser levels plus further details, as depicted on fig. 5.2. 
Besides, for easier matching, removal of DC components when images  have different levels  of illumination can 
also improve the resulting match. In that sense CV match already removes the DC component for each match-
ing computation. However, we can observe that by removing the DC component of images before matching, 
then NCC matches become equivalent to CV, which are illumination invariant, and also NCC matches are faster 
to compute than CV ones. Hence, after this  dissertation, it seems logical to remove DC from Gaussian filtered 
images before matching, which will result on a  pass-band filtering on each resolution level, which is  similar to 
wavelets decomposition [1]. This is shown next.
Taking a Gaussian filtered image from one of the resolution levels  of the multiple resolution pyramid (we will se 
later how to build this pyramid):
IG (x, y) = I(x, y)∗G(x, y,σ s )  (5.4)
where σs is the width of the Gaussian on such resolution level.
If we retrieve the DC component of expression (5.4)  by using again a second Gaussian filtering with σw, which 
we know that behaves as a low-pass band filtering, then we obtain:
IGDC (x, y) = IG (x, y) *G(x, y,σw )  (5.5)
where now σw is a parameter that allows retrieval of the DC component and is  usually related to σs by the fol-
lowing expression:
σw = λ ⋅σ s  (5.6)
where λ is typically a value around λ = 4.08 as shown experimentally in [1].
Then, by using (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) the image at a given resolution level without DC becomes:
INO−DC (x, y) = IG (x, y) − IGDC (x, y) = I(x, y) *G(x, y,σ s ) * (1−G(x, y,λ ⋅σ s ))  (5.7)
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Then, it can be observed that this is equivalent to using the following filter:
h(x, y) = G(x, y,σ s ) * (1−G(x, y,λ ⋅σ s )) = h1(x, y) *h2 (x, y)  (5.8)
As a final note, notice that Gaussian expressions  will be sampled into vectors  of finite size for filtering purposes 
on a machine. In order to contain the whole Gaussian transitory shape, it is  usual to take filter kernels  having a 
size of at least 3σ x 3σ. Smaller matrices  won’t contain the whole transitory shape, whereas  longer ones  will 
result in unnecessary higher computational cost when filtering images.
5.3.2.- Building multiple resolution pyramids
As we have already seen on section 5.3.1, we know that we can create multiple resolution pyramids  by means 
of Gaussian filtering of any input image.
It remains, though, to define how the scale factor should be chosen to create the multiple resolution pyramid as 
well as the amount of Gaussian filtering defined by its σ parameter.
Because we know that Gaussian filtering behaves as  a low pass filter, by the sampling theorem we know that 
we can decimate images by a given scale factor between resolution levels without losing any signal information.
Besides we also know that when consecutively applying Gaussian filtering, as shown below:
I(x, y) *G(x, y,σ 0 ) *G(x, y,σ s ) = I(x, y) *G(x, y,σ1)  (5.9)
then it is equivalent to filter using a Gaussian kernel with σ equal to:
σ1
2 = σ 0
2 +σ s
2
 (5.10)
where σs is the amount of Gaussian filtering applied on a single scale level.
Hence, in order to efficiently construct a Gaussian multiple resolution pyramid, we will repeatedly filter using a 
kernel with σs on each resolution level, and then we will decimate by a scale factor ρ, as shown on fig. 5.3. 
Hence, the resulting apparent blur σi for level i will be:
σ i =
1
ρ
σ i−1
2 +σ s
2
 (5.11)
For matching purposes it would be desirable that each resolution level preserves  the same apparent blur. 
Hence,
 σ 0 = σ1 = σ 2 = = σ i−1 = σ i  (5.12)
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Fig. 5.2. Gaussian filtered images at different resolution levels. Top-left contains original image. Images become 
blurrier as they are repeatedly filtered.
Consequently, combining expressions  (5.11) and (5.12) we obtain that the amount of blur that must be repeat-
edly applied between consecutive resolution levels is:
σ s = σ 0 ρ
2 −1  (5.13)
It must be noticed that because we decimate resulting images between consecutive resolution levels, their ap-
parent blur remains constant. However, if  we didn’t decimate them, the effective blur on each resolution level 
would be:
σ effective = σ 0 ⋅ ρ
i
 (5.14)
where i is the scale number, being zero the finest resolution level as  depicted on fig. 5.3. It can be observed then 
that as  we compute further resolution levels, we are indeed filtering with a  smaller low-pass band for Gaussian 
filtering or with a  pass-band located closer to zero if we remove the DC component of Gaussian filtered images. 
In both cases  the maximum frequency present on images after filtering gets reduced on each resolution level, 
and for that reason we can decimate using ρ scale factor.
It must be observed that on expressions  (5.9) to (5.14) we have assumed that σ0 is  known. This is not exactly 
true as will be shown next. Indeed, any picture taken by any given camera has some inherent blur due to the 
camera lens  or acquisition sensor. This  blur could be directly considered as  σ0, however it usually happens that 
this  inherent blur cannot be known in advance if the camera specifications are unknown. For that reason we 
usually apply some initial blur σinit that can almost be neglected if applied to the original image, but that makes 
expressions (5.9) to (5.14) to remain valid, and hence the blur on level zero σ0 is assumed to be:
σ 0 = σ init
2 +σ image
2
 (5.15)
where typical values for σinit  are σinit = 0.5 and σimage is unknown, and hence usually considered to be σimage = 0.
Then, up to this  point the only parameters  left free to choose are the number of desired levels  and the scale fac-
tor, being the latter the most important one. Typically the scale factor is  2 (one octave) or 2  (half octave), and 
the number of levels  usually depends  on the chosen scale factor so that for typical images the number of levels 
is  such that image size at the coarsest resolution level becomes about the same size of the window being used 
for matching at a single level (using either NCC or CV [1]). Consequently, when using one octave scale factor the 
number of levels is about 7 and for half octave levels is about 15 for typical images of size 1024x768.
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Fig. 5.3. Building a multiple resolution pyramid
L0
L1
L2
L3
...
Input image, filter by G(σinit)
L0, base image:  σ0 = σinit
Filter L0 by G(σc), same σc for each level: σ2=σ02+σc2
Downsample to get L1:  σ12=(σ02+σc2)/ρ2
Filter L1 by G(σc), to getl: σ2=σ12+σc2
Downsample to get L2:  σ22=(σ12+σc2)/ρ2
Filter L2 by G(σc), to getl: σ2=σ22+σc2
Downsample to get L3:  σ32=(σ22+σc2)/ρ2
However, even if the scale factor is  properly chosen so that transition between consecutive resolution levels  is  as 
smooth as possible, it has  been proven experimentally [1] that this might not be enough (especially if the scale 
factor is too large, as  is  the case for octave or half octave). In those cases a semi-pyramid of multiple resolutions 
can be build instead, as will be shown next.
5.3.3.- Building semi-pyramids of multiple resolution
The concept behind semi-pyramids  of multiple resolution is  very similar to any pyramid of multiple resolution, but 
having additional levels of resolution which are called inter-levels.
These inter-levels  are located between each level of resolution, as shown on fig. 5.4, on any typical pyramid of 
resolutions and contain images with the same size as  its  previous  finer resolution level (hence, they have not 
been decimated), but with some additional blur that slowly increases as shown in the following expression:
 σ n = σ 0 ρ
nN ,   n ∈1,,N −1  (5.16)
where N is  the number of inter-levels  between each pair of levels, and n is the current inter-level taking into ac-
count that n=0 corresponds  to the previous  finer resolution level and n=N corresponds to the next coarser reso-
lution level.
In order to further reduce the computational complexity when computing consecutive inter-levels  we can take 
into account that:
σ n = σ 0 ⋅ ρ
n
N ,      σ n+1 = σ 0 ⋅ ρ
n+1
N
 (5.17)
And by adapting expression (5.17) to (5.15) we obtain that:
σ n+1
2 = σ n
2 +σ sub
2
 (5.18)
And consequently the amount of blurring that must be applied between consecutive inter-levels is:
σ sub = σ 0 ⋅ ρ
2n+2
N − ρ
2n
N
 (5.19)
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Fig. 5.4. A multiple resolution semi-pyramid
Ln
L0
L1
...
Inter-level n = 2
Inter-level n = 0
Inter-level n = 1
Inter-level n = 2
Inter-level n = 1
...
Gaussian blur on inter-levels does not remain con-
stant respect to the apparent blur on each resolu-
tion level, which is always the same.
5.3.4.- Matching at a single scale.
Once the multiple resolution pyramids are defined for a given pair of images to be matched, we can proceed to 
match them at each resolution level. In order to match pairs  of images  we will use a  CV matching metric using 
Gaussian weighted windows with. Hence, by using expression of DCV we obtain:
DCV =
w2 i, j( ) ⋅ IL x + i, y + j( ) − IL x, y( )( ) ⋅ IR x + dx + i, y + dy + j( ) − IR x + dx , y + dy( )( )( )
i, j( )∈U
∑
w i, j( ) ⋅ IL x + i, y + j( ) − IL x, y( )( )( )2 ⋅ w i, j( ) ⋅ IR x + dx + i, y + dy + j( ) − IR x + dx , y + dy( )( )( )2
i, j( )∈U
∑
i, j( )∈U
∑
 (5.20)
where U is  the region surrounding pixel (i,j)  and w(i,j)  stands for the Gaussian weighted window, which is  ex-
pressed as shown below:
w i, j( ) = 12πσw2
e
−
i2 + j2
2σw2
 (5.21)
where it can be observed that w(i,j)  is  a Gaussian expression centered at the origin that uses the σw seen on 
(5.6).
It must be noticed however that when working with images where the DC component has been removed, then 
expression (5.20) can be further simplified until we get a typical NCC matching metric, which is  faster to com-
pute than CV. This is shown below:
DNCC =
w2 i, j( ) ⋅ IL x + i, y + j( ) ⋅ IR x + dx + i, y + dy + j( )( )
i, j( )∈U
∑
w i, j( ) ⋅ IL x + i, y + j( )( )2 ⋅ w i, j( ) ⋅ IR x + dx + i, y + dy + j( )( )2
i, j( )∈U
∑
i, j( )∈U
∑
 (5.22)
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Fig. 5.5. (a) Delta. (b) Time-shifted delta. (c) Correlation of both deltas. At point close to the displacement there 
exists a maximum on correlation output. Besides, close to that area correlation decreases approximately 
monotonically until ±Dmax.
0
0 +u
Reference
Test
(a)
(b)
0
-Dmax +Dmax
d-u
2Dmax
(c)
where again U is  the region surrounding pixel (i,j) with a given window w(i,j), that typically has gaussian shape as 
in (5.21).
As in CV matching metric, NCC matching scores  will range from -1 to 1, being 1 the best possible matching. 
For that reason, if we build a cost function of the form E(u(x, y),v(x, y)) = DNCC (u(x, y),v(x, y)) , then we will need to 
maximize such cost function.
Notice that other constrains  such as  the smoothness  one can be added, however, due to the multiresolution 
nature of this technique, it will be mostly unnecessary as it is implicitly imposed.
Other restrictions  such as the epipolar one can also be imposed if  epipolar geometry has been robustly esti-
mated beforehand [18, 19], however, because results  provided by this  algorithm are very robust, it is  usually 
more convenient to do it the other way around and estimate first the optical flow without pre-rectifying images, 
and then use the estimated dense optical flow to robustly find the epipolar geometry [34]. This  way results  are 
usually more precise and less  computational intensive because epipolar geometry becomes easier to compute 
due to the consistent nature of the estimated optical flow.
Once the metric to be used for matching at a given resolution level is  defined, it also needs  to be defined the 
search area to use in order to obtain the best pixel matching. In that sense, it has  been empirically observed that 
when matching two similar signals  using correlation, the obtained result has a shape similar to the one depicted 
on fig. 5.5. It can be observed that within a given limit ±Dmax the correlation behaves  monotonically and can be 
approximated to the shape of a parabola. This fact will help us  to search for the correct disparity value as long 
as we lay within the ±Dmax limit by means of polynomial curve fitting. Experimentally [1] it has been obtained that 
a typical value for Dmax is:
Dmax = 1  (5.23)
Because a  search range of Dmax is  done on each resolution level, it can be observed that the total search range 
throughout the whole multiple resolution pyramid will be of:
DTotal = Dmax ⋅ ρk  (5.24)
where k indicate the number of levels from coarsest to finest, and ρ stands  for the scale factor between resolu-
tion levels.
Then in order to search for best match on each reference pixel, we start from an initial known optical flow, which 
initially on the coarsest resolution level can be set to zero if it is not known, and on subsequent finer resolution 
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Fig. 5.6. Search locations within a given resolution level
x+Dmax, yx-Dmax, y
x, y+Dmax
x, y-Dmax
x, y
levels, it can be the expanded optical flow obtained on a previous resolution level. This  way optical flow gets  
refined as we traverse each resolution level.
Hence, starting from a known displacement for a given matched pair of pixels, we will check for horizontal and 
vertical displacements located at ±Dmax as  shown on fig. 5.6. Once the NCC scores  for each location have been 
computed, we can fit two parabolas  (one for the horizontal disparities  and the other for the vertical ones). Notice 
that curve fitting for the parabolas is explained for the horizontal case, but the vertical one is analogous.
Then, starting from the following parabola equation:
c(x) = ax2 + bx + c  (5.25)
Since we know the NCC matching scores  at x=-Dmax, 0 and +Dmax (we move x to the origin to simplify com-
putations, this can later be undone), we can then place the following linear system of equations:
c(0) = c
c(Dmax ) = a ⋅Dmax2 + b ⋅Dmax + c
c(−Dmax ) = a ⋅Dmax2 − b ⋅Dmax + c
 (5.26)
Then, by defining the following intermediate variables:
α = c(Dmax ) − c(0) = a ⋅Dmax2 + b ⋅Dmax
β = c(−Dmax ) − c(0) = a ⋅Dmax2 − b ⋅Dmax  (5.27)
We obtain that the parabola parameters (a,b,c) are:
a = α + β2Dmax2
,      b = α − β2Dmax
,      c = c(0)  (5.28)
Finally, we know that if parameter a  is  negative, then the parabola will have a  global maximum, which will be lo-
cated at:
dx = −
b
2a ,      a < 0  (5.29)
It must be observed that expression (5.29) is  obtained from equating to zero the derivative of (5.25). Hence, ex-
pression (5.29) will find both local maxima  and minima. However, we know that maxima will be present only 
when a is negative. 
Because dense disparity will be found iteratively on each resolution level, we need to impose certain constraints 
in order to avoid getting stuck at minima due to expression (5.29). In that sense we will define the following rules 
[1]:
1. If a < 0 and dx is in range ±1.5·Dmax then dx is the correct disparity estimate for the current location.
2. If a < 0 and dx is outside of range, ±1.5·Dmax then we are probably located on one side of the parabola  and 
we need to move towards its maximum to obtain a more accurate measure. Hence we shift current location 
by ±1.5·Dmax (sign is  chosen so that we move towards  maximum) and continue to refine as  in step 1 in sub-
sequent iterations.
3. If a > 0 then we have found a  local minima. We need to move out of this  minimum in order to avoid getting 
stuck on it. Hence, we check for maxima at ±Dmax, shift current location by ±1.5·Dmax and continue to refine 
as in step 1 in subsequent iterations.
4. If a = 0, then no refinement is  possible as we have no clues  where search should be done. In such case we 
set dx = 0.
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Finally notice that because we shifted the coordinates to the origin before placing the linear system of equations, 
then dx only contains the sub-pixel displacement part, as  will be further discussed in section 5.2.2.1.6. Hence, 
in order to retrieve the real pixel location on the right view then:
 xR = xR + dx  (5.30)
And consequently the horizontal optical flow for a given pixel location (x,y) on the reference image becomes:
 u(x, y) = xR (x, y) − x = xR (x, y) + dx (x, y) − x  (5.31)
On the other hand, as  we mentioned before, NCC or CV matching scores  range between -1 and 1, hence their 
values can be used as a  measure of confidence indicating how good are the matches  we have found (i.e. the 
closer to one the better). Because we have fitted a parabola  over the matching scores and we know that the 
optimal match is located at dx, then the confidence value can be obtained as  the fitted matching cost at such 
location:
C = c(dx )  (5.32)
However, expression (5.32)  will only be valid for rectified images, where no vertical search is  done. Otherwise, 
we would have both horizontal and vertical confidences, one for each fitted parabola. In such cases, a typical 
approach consists on averaging both measures so that:
C = 12 c dx( ) + c dy( )( )  (5.33)
Finally, this  method of fitting parabolas  to matching scores  when searching for best match will be repeated for 
each pixel on the reference image in order to obtain a dense disparity estimation and confidence map.
5.3.5.- Refining optical flow at a single scale
Up to this point we have seen how to obtain a dense disparity estimation on a given resolution level and how to 
avoid getting stuck on wrong disparity estimations located at local DS minima. As we saw in previous  section, 
disparities are estimated to be placed at local DS maxima by fitting parabolas. However, because displacements 
Dmax are small, it might be necessary to repeat the whole process  to ensure that optimal disparity results  are 
obtained by iteratively curve fitting until convergence to the most plausible solution. For that reason we propose 
to repeat the whole dense disparity estimation on a single resolution level following the diagram shown on algo-
rithm 5.1. 
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Algorithm 5.1. Dense disparity refinement on a single scale level.
However,  expression (9.157) will only be valid for rectified images, where no vertical search is done. Otherwise, we would 
have both horizontal and vertical confidences, one for each fitted parabola. In such cases, a typical approach consists on 
averaging both measures so that:
C = 12 c dx( ) + c dy( )( ) ! (9.158)
Finally,  this method of fitting parabolas to matching scores when searching for best match will be repeated for each pixel on 
the reference image in order to obtain a dense disparity estimation and confidence map.
9.4.2.2.5.- Refining optical flow at a single scale
Up to this point we have seen how to obtain a dense disparity estimation on a given resolution level and how to avoid getting 
stuck on wrong disparity estimations located at local DS minima. As we saw in previous section, disparities are estimated to 
be placed at local DS maxima by fitting parabolas. However, because displacements  Dmax are small,  it might be necessary to 
repeat the whole process  to ensure that optimal disparity results are obtained by iteratively curve fitting until  convergence to 
the most plausible solution. For that reason we propose to repeat the whole dense disparity estimation on a single resolution 
level following the diagram shown on algorithm 9.8. 
As sh wn on the diagram the purpose will be to iteratively upgrade the disparity by using the different (dx, dy) estimations on 
each iteration as long as the total error ε as defined below is minimized.
! =
IL x, y( ) " IR x + Dx x, y( ), y + Dy (x, y)( )( )2
y=1
Y
#
x=1
X
#
X $Y ! (9.159)
where ε accounts for the total error after warping right view into left view, IL for the left view image, IR for the right view image, 
Dx for the horizontal disparity field, and Dy for the vertical disparity field. Notice that x + Dx(x,y)  and y + Dy(x,y) might not be 
integer values. In such cases, in order to obtain a more precise measure of ε, linear pixel interpolation can also be used.
For practical reasons, a maximum number of iterations N is defined on each resolution level to avoid the error to be 
minimized indefinitely in some situations. This maximum number of iterations is typically 5.
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Algorithm 9.8. Dense disparity refinement on a single scale level.
Level Reference
Level Test
Match
Upgrade initial disparity
Filter disparity
Output disparity
No
Warp and 
error computation ε
εn < εn-1 and 
n < N
Yes
As shown on the diagram the purpose will be to iteratively upgrade the disparity by using the different (dx, dy) 
estimations on each iteration as long as the total error ε as defined below is minimized.
ε =
IL x, y( ) − IR x + Dx x, y( ), y + Dy (x, y)( )( )2
y=1
Y
∑
x=1
X
∑
X ⋅Y  (5.34)
where ε accounts for the total error after warping right view into left view, IL for the left view image, IR for the right 
view image, Dx for the horizontal disparity field, and Dy for the vertical disparity field. Notice that x + Dx(x,y) and y 
+ Dy(x,y) might not be integer values. In such cases, in order to obtain a  more precise measure of ε, linear pixel 
interpolation can also be used.
For practical reasons, a maximum number of iterations N is  defined on each resolution level to avoid the error to 
be minimized indefinitely in some situations. This maximum number of iterations is typically 5 [1].
To avoid spurious results it is also proposed to smooth dense disparity results  on each resolution level. However, 
to ensure that object boundaries  are preserved and do not become too much blurry, it is  also proposed to use 
an anisotropic diffusion filter on the obtained disparities  on each iteration as  shown on algorithm 5.1. Out ex-
periments  proved that a typical median filtering over the estimated disparity will work fine in most situations, 
however, other anisotropic solutions such as [9] can be used instead.
After iterating the proper number of times, the obtained dense disparity on current resolution level is  passed as 
an initialization for the next finer resolution level as will be seen on section 5.3.8.
5.3.6.- Refining optical flow at a single scale with disparity feedback
Section 5.2.2.1.5 described a method to refine disparity estimation on each level of resolution. However, the 
method described on that section was only meant as  an introduction to the concept of disparity refinement. If 
implemented as  described there, results will probably be very poor.
In order to obtain more robust results, feedback from the estimated disparity must be obtained somewhat. In 
that sense, we will use the warped right image into the left one as  shown in (5.34) in order to create a  loop so 
that disparity estimation by means of parabola fitting (see section 5.3.4)  is  applied over the left view and the right 
view warped into the left one, instead of the right view without warping. That way the estimated disparity by 
means of parabola  fitting becomes  instead an estimation of disparity variation that needs  to be accumulated. In 
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Algorithm 5.2. Dense disparity refinement on a single scale level using disparity feedback.
To avoid spurious results  it  is also proposed to smooth dense disparity results on each resolution level. However, to ensure 
that object boundaries are preserved and do not become too much blurry, it is also proposed to use an anisotropic diffusion 
filter on the obtained disparities on each iteration as shown on algorithm 9.8. Out experiments proved that a typical median 
filtering over the estimated disparity will work fine in most situations, however, other anisotropic solutions such as [46] can be 
used instead.
After iterating the proper number of times, the obtained dense disparity on current resolution level is  passed as an 
initialization for the next finer resolution level as will be seen on section 9.4.2.2.8.
9.4.2.2.6.- Refining optical flow at a single scale with disparity feedback
Section 9.4.2.2.5 described a method to refine disparity estimation on each level of resolution. However, the method 
described on that section was only meant as  an introduction to the reader to the concept of disparity refinement. If 
implemented as  described there, results will probably be very poor.
In order to obtain more robust results, feedback from the estimated disparity must be obtained somewhat. In that sense, we 
will use the warped right image into the left one as shown in (9.159) in order to create a loop so that disparity estimation by 
means of parabola fitting (see section  9.4.2.2.4)  is applied over the left view and the right view warped into the left  one, 
instead of the right view without warping. That way the estimated disparity by means of parabola fitting becomes instead an 
estimation of disparity variation that needs to be accumulated. In other words, it can be seen as if the right view coordinates 
are already located on the origin,  and hence the estimated parabola maxima dx and dy seen on (9.154) already contain the 
disparity variation values that need to be accumulated. This is shown more detailed on algorithm 9.9.
From algorithm 9.9 it can easily be observed that initially on the first iteration, the right (test)  view must be warped using the 
expanded estimated disparity on previous resolution level,  which for the coarsest level is usually assumed to be zero. That 
way, as we mentioned above, matches obtained from parabola fitting as explained in section 9.4.2.2.4 will actually estimate 
disparity variations on each iteration of the disparity feedback loop.
Because we want robust results, it can also be observed that warping of right view onto the left one by means of expression 
(9.159) needs to be done with sub-pixel accuracy by means of linear interpolation.
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Algorithm 9.9. Dense disparity refinement on a single scale level using disparity feedback.
Level Reference
Level Test
Match/Compute dispar-
ity variation (d0, d1, ...)
Warped test (right) view 
into reference (left) one
Filter disparity
Output disparity
No
Warp and 
error computation ε
εn < εn-1 and 
n < N
Yes
Disparity variation 
accumulation
Dx = d0 + d1 + d2 + ...
other words, it can be seen as if the right view coordinates are already located on the origin, and hence the es-
timated parabola maxima dx and dy seen on (5.29) already contain the disparity variation values  that need to be 
accumulated. This is shown more detailed on algorithm 5.2.
From algorithm 5.2 it can easily be observed that initially on the first iteration, the right (test) view must be 
warped using the expanded estimated disparity on previous resolution level, which for the coarsest level is usu-
ally assumed to be zero. That way, as we mentioned above, matches obtained from parabola  fitting as  ex-
plained in section 5.3.4 will actually estimate disparity variations on each iteration of the disparity feedback loop.
Because we want robust results, it can also be observed that warping of right view onto the left one by means 
of expression (5.34) needs to be done with sub-pixel accuracy by means  of linear interpolation. And then, after 
estimating disparity variations, those need to be anisotropically filtered [9] with a low-pass  band filter in order to 
obtain a piece-wise smooth disparity [1].
By implementing this behavior, we create a feedback loop for disparity estimations, which along with the low-
pass anisotropic filter behaves similarly to PLL’s [35] used in radio communications.
As in previous section, this  loop is  repeated until the error in (5.34)  does not decrease any longer, or a maximum 
number of iterations (i.e. typically 5) is reached.
5.3.7.- Efficient computation of optical flow at a single scale
When using disparity feedback, besides a  more robust disparity estimation, we can also benefit from several 
optimizations  that can be applied to NCC [1] matching computations  when estimating parabola maxima in order 
to retrieve disparity variations. 
In that sense, because the test (right)  image is  warped into the reference (left)  one on a feedback loop, instead 
of estimating disparities to match both views, we need to estimate disparity variations. That way, by looking at 
picture 5.6, we see that we only need to compute NCC match scores  for 5 points (center, top, bottom, left and 
right) in order to estimate horizontal and vertical parabolas for each point. Instead of using expression (5.22), we 
will see that a faster solution exists.
Because those 5 points are always  referred to the origin since the right view has  been warped; we can use the 
concept of “image shifting” to estimate match scores. We will shift both the reference and the warped test im-
age by the amounts Dmax shown in figure 5.6 so that then the 5 NCC match scores that we need can be ob-
tained.
So for each shift of the pair of images, we can compute NCC scores of all pixels for a given disparity variation of 
Dmax by computing the product of both images in order to obtain NCC scores. Once the product is  computed, 
we then proceed to filter the result using a  separable squared gaussian filter with the σw that we saw in (5.6) . 
Up to this point we have already computed cross-correlation scores, but we now need to normalize them.
In order to normalize cross-correlation scores, we will compute the energy of both images being matched (i.e. 
the reference and the warped test views). Again this  can be done just once for all NCC scores  in an efficient 
manner. In other words, in order to compute the energy of an image we just need to compute the squared val-
ues  of such image and then apply a  separable squared gaussian filter with the same σw that we used before for 
cross-correlation scores. This is  repeated for the pair of images  being matched and it is  used for cross-
correlation normalization by computing the squared root of the product of the shifted images’ energies, as seen 
on expression (5.22).
It must be noticed that because images  are assumed to have been high-pass filtered (i.e. no DC component 
remains), then NCC scores are equivalent to CV, and then the match scores that we have obtained by using this 
technique are invariant to changes in illumination.
Once the 5 NCC match scores have been computed, then the process is  the same as in 5.3.6, and we just 
need to find the maximum of each parabola by means of expression (5.25).
5.3.8.- Coarse-to-fine matching over scale
Once we know how to correctly build multiple resolution pyramids  and how to match images  on each resolution 
level, then it only remains to traverse the whole pyramid of resolutions  starting from the coarsest one to the fin-
est one, and use the obtained disparity on each resolution level as an initialization for the next finer level (on 
start, if no initialization is provided, disparity is assumed to be zero). 
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However, in order to use an estimated disparity for a  finer resolution level, it must be properly interpolated to fit 
the size of the next resolution level. However, because disparity contains vectors  pointing to pixel locations, a 
simple interpolation is not enough, and its values must also be rescaled using the scale factor as shown below:
 
D(x, y) = ρ ⋅ ↑ ρ( )D(x, y)( )  (5.35)
where (↑ρ) indicates interpolation by ρ factor.
Notice that if next finer level is  an inter-level image with the same size than current level, then interpolation and 
scaling can be skipped.
Finally, in order to obtain a measure of confidence throughout all scales, we need to take into account the ob-
tained confidences  on each resolution level. Again, because each resolution level might have different image 
sizes, the confidence map must be expanded when moving to a finer resolution level using interpolation (if next 
finer level has the same size, again this  can be skipped). In this  case, because confidence values must keep 
their range of values  (from -1 to 1), we won’t scale them. However, in order to take into account confidences in 
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Algorithm 5.3. Coarse-to-fine matching over scale
where (↑ρ) indicates interpolation by ρ factor.
Notice that if next finer level is an inter-level image with the same size than current level, then interpolation and scaling can be 
skipped.
Finally,  in order to obtain a measure of confidence throughout all scales, we need to take into account the obtained 
confidences  on each resolution level. Again, because each resolution level might have different image sizes, the confidence 
map must be expanded when moving to a finer resolution level using interpolation (if next finer level has the same size, again 
this can be skipped).  In this  case, because confidence values must keep their range of values (from -1 to 1), we won’t scale 
them. However, in order to take into account confidences in all levels, we will update the confidence map when moving to 
the next level using a given learning rate as shown next:
Cn (x, y) = ! "C urrent (x, y) + 1#!( ) "Cn#1(x, y) ! (9.161)
where a typical value for the learning rate α is 0.7;
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Algorithm 9.10. Coarse-to-fine matching over scale 
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all levels, we will update the confidence map when moving to the next level using a given learning rate as shown 
next:
Cn (x, y) = α ⋅Ccurrent (x, y) + 1−α( ) ⋅Cn−1(x, y)  (5.36)
where a typical value for the learning rate α is 0.7;
The whole multiresolution algorithm is summarized on algorithm 5.3, and some results  obtained using this  algo-
rithm can be seen on fig. 5.7.
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 (a)  (b)
 (c)  (d)
(e)  (f)
Fig. 5.7. Example of 3D reconstruction using two views by means of disparity estimated with a multiresolution 
technique and approximately known calibration matrices. (a) Input left view. (b) Input right view. (c) Disparity 
modulus with reference set on left view. (d) Disparity modulus with reference set on right view. (e-f) 3D Recon-
struction from two different points of view. See chapters 2-4 to learn how to obtain an initial set of cameras an 
triangulate image points into 3D shapes.
5.4.- Closure
In this  chapter we provided a  multiresolution approach for dense disparity estimation which from among all 
the local and global methods that we have studied is the one that provides the most robust results.
Indeed, we proved that the multiresolution approach that we implemented is so robust that no image pre-
processing or rectification is needed. Also, our implementation can take advantage of separable filters  and effi-
cient dense disparity estimation (because of right image warping into the left view) to obtain results as  fast as 
possible. 
We also noticed that because the multiresolution approach already estimated disparity with sub-pixel accuracy, 
some of the post-processing, such as  polynomial fitting techniques weren’t needed at all. Also, the anisotropic 
filtering [9] incorporated on each resolution level already ensured that object boundaries got preserved in most 
cases, making segmentation based techniques less  relevant. Hence, the only post-processing technique that 
we saw of interest for the multiresolution approach was a simple left/right consistency test to detect occlusions 
and avoid their triangulation and texturing. Indeed, in figure 5.7 only the consistent areas  in the disparity map 
between provided pair of views are triangulated.
Although explaining how to obtain a mesh of 3D points and its  corresponding texture is  out of the scope of this 
document, we can observe that results  in fig. 5.7 are very close to the real expected shape. Finally, in order to 
obtain even better results, more views can be added into the reconstructed scene, as will be explained with 
more detail in chapter 6.
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6.- Results
6.1.- Introduction
In this chapter we will briefly discuss the results obtained on 3D reconstruction using the techniques shown in 
previous chapters.
The results shown on this chapter (figures 6.2 and 6.3)  have been obtained by using pictures  taken with a con-
ventional domestic camera (Canon PowerShot SX200 IS), which has a  12MP sensor. Because the technology 
developed on this  project is intended to be used on mobile phones, tests  were also undergone on much simpler 
cameras (i.e. iPhone 3G camera, which has  a 2MP sensor). In these cases, results  were less  accurate but 3D 
reconstructions  could still be performed. It must be observed however, that the mobile phone market has 
evolved very fast and today is  quite common to use smartphones  having 5-10 MP sensors on their cameras. 
This  results  in a  wide range of devices where Visual Engineering will be able to use the 3D reconstructions tech-
nologies that have been studied.
In the following section, we will give a short insight into the overall process that we follow for 3D reconstruction, 
and then we will proceed to graphically show some examples of 3D reconstructions that we have obtained with 
out method.
Finally, we will provide some overview of the future work to be done on this project after the 3D reconstruction 
technologies have been fully studied and implemented.
6.2.- Overall process
As can be seen on algorithm 6.1, in order to obtain a  3D reconstruction of a  fixed scene from a set of images 
containing slightly different points  of view of such scene, we propose to first compute dense disparity between 
each pair of images  using the multiresolution technique shown in chapter 5. In our experiments  we saw that for 
most images  typically about 15 levels and 2 inter-levels  of resolution were enough to obtain reliable results. It 
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Algorithm 6.1. 3D reconstruction process
camera the same area more than one time, because repeated points are avoided. The whole process of adding more views 
is summarized on algorithm 4.3.
4.3.1.- Refining and extending structure
When more views are added, as in algorithm 4.3, it happens  that some 3D world points appear in more than two views, and 
as we saw in section 2.6,  points  can be triangulated if cameras and correspondences of image points are available for at 
least 2 views. Therefore, it seems reasonable to use the additional views to update world points  with LMSE solutions along 
all the views so that solutions become more robust in case that some errors in image point matches are present.
Indeed,  we showed in section 3.2.9.4 how to retrieve the ellipsoid of uncertainty for triangulated points. It can also be shown 
that when more views are added, then such ellipsoid can be obtained as the intersection of all the cylinders  of uncertainty for 
all views. We saw that such intersection can be obtained by stacking together all the eigenvectors corresponding to non-null 
eigenvalues of each cylinder of uncertainty on each view, and then by means of eigen-decomposition, choosing only the 3 
most significative eigenvalues  and eigenvectors which would determine the ellipsoid of uncertainty of the reconstructed 3D 
world point.
It can be seen that the resulting eigen-decomposition of all the stacked eigenvectors and eigenvalues of all the cylinders of 
uncertainty can be seen as a process similar to the orthogonalization of all such vectors. Indeed, by using a simple 
orthogonalization method such as Gram-Schmidt, we can observe that the resulting orthogonal vectors  are obtained by 
subtracting the parallel component to any previous vector on the basis, and therefore, the resulting orthogonal vectors 
(before normalization), tend to be shorter in modulus than the original non-orthogonal vectors. For that reason, we can then 
infer that the resulting ellipsoid of uncertainty will  become smaller as  the number of views increases, as long as  the resolution 
in new views increases as well. This can also be seen from a statistical point of view, because if new measures are added 
with similar amount of noise,  then the resulting variance on the estimated mean measure will reduce as the amount of 
measures increases. And finally, geometrically it also makes sense that as we increase the number of views, then the 
solution of the triangulation becomes more accurate.
In section 2.6.1 we showed how points can be triangulated using homogeneous coordinates with LMSE solutions by means 
of SVD. However, we also showed that due to the homogeneous nature of the LMSE solution, small errors in the last 
homogeneous coordinate can transform into large errors in the inhomogeneous representation of such points. For that 
reason in 2.6.1.1 we showed that an LMSE solution in inhomogeneous terms can also be found by means of pseudo-
inverse if world points are not located at or near infinity,  which is  true for the quasi-euclidean framework that we have 
obtained in section 4.2.1 because the plane at infinity Π! is correctly located (i.e.  the image plane does not cross the plane 
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Algorithm 4.3. Adding new views to the 3D reconstruction
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view
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Self-calibration 
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Yes
No
must be noticed however, that if cameras  with lower quality are being used for the capture of images  more lev-
els can be used at the expense of higher computational requirements.
For the first pair of images, using the point correspondences obtained after dense disparity estimation, we com-
pute their fundamental matrix F [18, 19]. Then assuming a typical intrinsic calibration matrix K [2], where we 
assumed zero skewness and principal point, we compute their essential matrix E [20]. 
It must be noticed that zero skewness is a valid assumption for most cameras  nowadays, as  sensors already 
produce correctly aligned pixels. On the other hand, although the principal point tends to be at the center of the 
image (i.e. zero principal point), this  might not be completely true especially if cheap lenses  are present on the 
camera. Finally, it can typically be assumed an aspect ratio equal to 1 (i.e. equal horizontal and vertical focal 
lengths, which means that pixels  are square), with focal lengths  close to the sum of image width and height val-
ues  in pixels [2], as  this has  been proved to be a  valid approximate value for most situations. Providing this  ap-
proximation to the true K matrix will suffice to correct the intrinsic parameters by using a self-calibration proce-
dure in the last step of the reconstruction process (see algorithm 6.1).
Then, using the method shown in section 4.5.2, we are able to retrieve the initial pair of cameras in a quasi-
euclidean framework. The obtained geometric stratum won’t be exactly metric because provided intrinsic cali-
bration matrices will be approximated. However, this  will translate just into some slight affine distortions  [2] (i.e. 
angles or orthogonality are not fully preserved) that we will be able to correct at the end of the process using a 
self-calibration algorithm [2, 3]. Notice however, that in this  step it will be important to obtain an initial set of 
cameras as  close as  possible to the metric stratum [2], where the 3D reconstruction will be obtained up to 
scale, in order to obtain reliable results in the following steps.
After obtaining the initial pair of quasi-euclidean 
cameras, we will be able to triangulate all 
matched image points on the first pair of images 
into a  3D reconstruction using the DLT algorithm 
shown in chapter 3. Notice that since it is im-
portant to obtain an accurate initial triangulation, 
we might as  well correct image point corre-
spondences using either Gold Standard algo-
rithm [3] or Sampson approximation [10] for the 
estimated epipolar geometry, to ensure that cor-
respondences completely fulfill expression (4.4), 
where points exactly lie on epipolar lines. The 
details  of these algorithms are out of the scope 
of this document.
Once the initial reconstruction has been com-
puted, the next step is  to add further views  in 
order to obtain a  more complete reconstruction 
and fill possible holes on the initial reconstruc-
tion due to occlusions  that might be solved in 
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Fig. 6.1. Obtaining world to image correspondences on a new view
disparity
3D world point
Image point
(previous view)
Imag
e poi
nt
(next
 view
)
Fig 6.2. Estimated cameras for reconstruction shown in fig-
ure 6.3
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 (a)  (b)
 (c)  (d)
 (e)  (f)
 (g)   (h)
Fig. 6.3. Metric 3D reconstruction from 5 views using a multiresolution technique for disparity estimation 
and after self-calibrating by means of the absolute dual quadric estimation [10]. (a - e) Original 5 views of 
the sequence. (f - h) 3D metric reconstruction from different points of view
subsequent points of view. For that reason, we proceed to compute again dense disparity on the following pair 
of images. Then, because now we know the correspondences  between reconstructed world points  and image 
points on the previous  view, and because such image points  now can be matched into the additional view due 
to the disparity that has been computed, we are then able to compute the following camera matrix using such 
image to world correspondences and the DLT algorithm as  was shown in chapter 3 [3]. This  process is  also de-
picted in figure 6.1.
After the new camera matrix on the new view has  been estimated (see fig. 6.2), then we can proceed to triangu-
late all matched image points  and refine triangulations of points appearing on current and previous views  using 
again the DLT algorithm shown in chapter 3. In cases where new points appear only in two views, it might also 
be desirable to use some sort of correction (i.e. Gold Standard [3] or Sampson approximation [10]) in order to 
increase the accuracy of the reconstruction.
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 (a)  (b)  (c)
 (d)  (e)  (f)
 (g)  (h)  (i)
 (j)  (k)
Fig. 6.4. Metric 3D reconstruction from 9 views. (a - i) Original 9 views of the sequence. (j-k) 3D metric recon-
struction.
This  process  is  repeated until no more views are available in order to obtain the whole 3D reconstruction in a 
quasi-euclidean stratum (i.e. with minor or negligible affine distortions). After completing this  process, then we 
can proceed to use some self-calibration algorithm (i.e. based on Kruppa equations  [3, 36], or the estimation of 
the dual image of the absolute quadric (DIAC) [2, 3]) in order to fully retrieve the metric stratum [2] (i.e. up to 
scale) of the reconstructed 3D points. This  process  help to correct any possible affine distortions  in case that 
the initial intrinsic camera matrices K are not accurate enough.
Finally, because all reconstructed 3D points are computed individually, in order to show the whole reconstruction 
on a display, a mesh of points  needs  to be computed by relating all neighbor 3D points. Notice that several 
methods exist for building meshes taking criterions  such as filling holes  in the reconstruction, taking into account 
visibility of points, minimizing MSE, etc. [37-39]. In our case, because 3D points  have been accurately obtained 
from dense point correspondences, we have taken advantage of the fact that neighbor pixels  on each image, 
typically tend to be neighbor 3D points in a scene, and then they can be related in a mesh. Although this 
method is not the most accurate, it already provides good results  while not having high computational require-
ments.
Once we have the mesh of reconstructed 3D points, in order to give a more realistic appearance, texture can be 
computed by using the existing relation between 3D points and their corresponding coordinates on each image. 
Such texture is then applied to the reconstruction to obtain results like the ones shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4. 
The whole 3D reconstruction process  that has  been shown on this  work is currently implemented on Matlab 
without using any kind of hardware optimization. Therefore, a sequence of 5 frames (100x750 pixels  each one) 
like the one in figure 6.3  takes  about 45 minutes  to be computed. However, we have observed that most of the 
computational time (i.e. about 99%  of the time) is  spent on disparity estimation, and due to the nature of the 
multiresolution technique, such algorithm can be efficiently implemented using GPU processing. 
For that reason, we expect to be able to reduce the whole computational time to just a few seconds once the 
whole reconstruction process is correctly implemented taking advantage of all possible hardware optimizations 
(GPU processing, multiple cores, etc.)
6.3.- Closure
Although many of the techniques  shown in this chapter are out of the scope of this  document, we can clearly 
see on the results  in figures  6.3  and 6.4 that obtained 3D reconstructions  can become extremely accurate and 
realistic. Indeed, with such accuracy, in the future we expect to develop techniques  that allow the identification 
of 3D objects  such as  faces, which could be used for different applications such as  security (i.e. access  control, 
face identification) or in media industry (i.e. video-games, movie effects, etc.).
Respect to other similar available solutions, ours allows  us  to obtain accurate reconstructions  (e.g. with sub-
pixel accuracy) without the need of calibrated-cameras  or the help of structured light [40]. This  fact helps  to re-
duce the complexity of the process  allowing domestic users  to obtain 3D reconstructions  without the need of 
expensive calibrated equipment or recording studios.
Besides, due to the quality in disparity estimation, reconstructions  can be obtained even in low textured or natu-
ral scenes, without limiting the 3D reconstruction to just a  few points  in the scene. This  approach is  typically fol-
lowed in many applications  where only the most coherent points  that can be easily matched between pairs  of 
images are used, resulting in just a  few 3D polygons which results  in low quality in the estimated 3D shape be-
cause polygons become too evident [41].  Instead, we provide a solution that allows  retrieval of high-quality 
dense image point correspondences, which helps to produce smooth and realistic 3D shapes.
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7.- Conclusions & Future Work
As we have seen on chapter 6, the obtained results  on 3D reconstruction are very promising, and indeed ex-
ceed most of the initial expectations on the 3D reconstruction field. Compared to other solutions, we are able to 
produce accurate results  in a timely fashion with no other knowledge of the scene than a few images captured 
from different points of view (aka. passive 3D reconstruction).
Other solutions  also attempt to obtain this  type of passive reconstructions. However, their accuracy tend to be 
lower as  most of them attempt to use only a few points  on the reconstruction, whereas  our proposal uses 
dense correspondence containing hundreds of thousands  of points, which results  in more realistic reconstruc-
tions that look close to those obtained by means of active methods (i.e. structured light or shadow casting).
Respect to this  latter group of methods, our solution benefits  from the fact that only a camera is needed (no 
projector is  needed), which results  in a simpler experience for the end user. Besides, respect to structured light, 
the reconstructions obtained using our method tend to look more realistic because illumination on input images 
is  natural; whereas  on active methods  texturing tends  to look synthetic and the overall reconstruction looks 
worse even though shape is more accurate.
We recall that initially the main application of this  work was to increase the accuracy of face recognition tech-
nologies  by adding 3D information to the classification algorithms. However, due to the promising results  ob-
tained on the 3D reconstruction area, further applications are being taken into consideration.
In that regard, in the immediate future it is  expected to start efficiently implementing the reconstruction process 
taking advantage of GPU and multicore processors  so that computational time can be greatly reduced. After 
that, work on 3D face modeling technologies will begin in order to be able to increase the accuracy of face rec-
ognition technologies that had already been developed. It has been observed that aside from face recognition, 
facial 3D reconstructions  can also be used for other applications such as avatar creation or gesture synthesis, 
which could be used on the video-game or media industry (special effects). 
Aside from that, because 3D reconstruction is a general purpose technology that can be used in any scenario, it 
could also be used for other applications, such as  obtaining 3D shape of sculptures or archeological sites  in the 
arts field, or to obtain 3D reconstructions for CAD applications in general purpose industry. Also, with some re-
search, 3D reconstruction could also be extended to be used on some medical images (i.e. radiographies or 
images captured by confocal microscopies), by taking into account some additional burdens  such as transpar-
encies.
Because point correspondence (i.e. disparity)  is  related to depth on a given scene due to of its parallax, disparity 
can be used for tasks like robot guiding or automatic car driving without having to actually compute a  full 3D 
reconstruction.
Finally, because during the 3D reconstruction process cameras are also estimated, augmented reality applica-
tions  can also be developed allowing to insert artificial objects or additional information into the captured images 
making it look as  if such synthetic information actually belonged to the captured scene. This  can be used on 
media industry (i.e. special effects for adding rendered characters, etc.), or for simpler applications  like showing 
additional information on touristic guides or on industrial or military applications.
As it can be seen, the range of possible applications  that 3D reconstruction has opened is  extremely wide, and 
we expect to evaluate them at Visual Engineering in the following years.
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